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Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University

News
A new greens fee policy
at Miller Golf Course is
the result of increased
use by tourists and to offset the cost of course
improvements. Student
discounts no longer good
365 days a year.

Seepage

7A

OpEcl
Tavares Jones,
president of
Alliance,
explains how
the group is
working to
meet the need of students.

Directory errors addressed
about the directories, which were published earlier this year than in years
pa.St. "The problem is students don't
change their addresses with admissions."
Jeanie Morgan, secretary/coordinator
Bv jASON KEMP
of the SGA. said that the information in
STAFF WRITER
the directories was processed and put
Don't look for Student Government out early because of a July 8 deadline
Association President Todd Earwood's for information to be collected from stutelephone number or address in the new dents. She said that after SGA collects
campus telephone directory. It's not the information from the students that
there.
· are on file at the admissions office, it
Many phone numbers and addresses goes to a publisher for printing.
"SGA decided that it would be in the
were omitted from the new campus
. phonebooks, including the top authority best interest of the students if the telein the SGA. Many other entries were phone directory was made accessible as
soon as they (students) got back to
also incorrect.
"I'm not in the phonebook because 1 school," she said. "Anyone whose
didn't register in time," Earwood said address and phone number changed

•SGA: While the SGA distributed
a student directory early this
school year, errors make a supplement necessary.

"'You can't please
everybody, but we're
trying to do what is
bestfor the whole
campus."
-TODD EARwOOD,

(after the July 8 deadline) was not
included in the 'directory."
Morgan said the phonebooks were
originally put under the door of each
room on campus Aug. 23, the day the
residential colleges opened for freshmen, but everyone may not have
received one because books would not fit
under some doors and pasSing students

Seepage5A
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•Drugs:

Methamphetamines have become popular throughout the region}
raising concern from law
enforcement officers and
the public.

Going to college can be
stressful for anyone, but
when the language is not
your own, it can bec9me
even harder. The international students at Murray State
are able to receive help in
note-taking, oral sk111s and
communication through the
English language Institute.

Bv JAkE BuRGESS
AsSISTANT NEWS EOITOII
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Sports
The Murray State volleyball
team opened its season with
three consecutive victories
In winning the Air Force
Academy Volleyball Tournament at Colorado Springs,
defeating Alabama, Northwestern State and Air Force.

.
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Chris Weatherly/Senior Photographer

Dante Dardus and Kayla Fish take a cruise around the Quadrangle last week. Both are
members of Early Headstart located at the Special Education Building on campus.

Binge drinking fatal
•Alcohol: The death of a
fraternity pledge at LS U
has raised the issue of hazing at throughout the
Greek system nationally.
BY jOHN

K. MOORE

NEWS EOITOR

In late August, Benjamin
Wynne, a 20-year-old Sigma
Alpha Epsilon pledge at
Louisiana State University,
died of alcohol poisoning after
celebrating bid night, an
induction ceremony for new
members of the fraternity.
According to the Associated
Press, Wynne's blood alcohol
level was more than six times
the normal limit. A former
SAE pledge, Gavin Fugate,
told The (Baton Rouge) Aduo·

cate that a typical bid night
consisted of downing full pitchers of beer. He added that
after the second pitcher, they
were given shots of hard
liquor, followed by Jello shots.
Fugate quit SAE.
It is a tragedy that has cast a
dark shadow across college
campuses, and the Greek system, nationwide. Murray State
University is no different.
At Murray State, part of that
education process begins when
a student moves into the residential colleges.
"Our message revolves
around responsibility, not
don't drink," said Julie McMahon, coordinator of residential
programming. "We realize college students will drink, so we
emphasize educating students

Police Beat. .......... see page 3A
Letters.................. see page 4A
College Views .....see page 4A
Calendar................see page 2B
Comics..................see page 2B
Classifieds...........see page I OB

PHONE BOOKS/lOA

in drinking responsibly."
"We focus a lot on the (residential advisors), since we
cannot make residents attend
programs," McMahon said.
"Through the RAs, we have
educational information available on hall bulletin boards
and in monthly programs."
Not
all
programming
emphasizes some form of alcohol awareness and education.
Housing's main push toward
responsible drinking, which
includes using designated drivers and keeping an eye on
your drink, occurs during
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week in October.
"R.As receive specific in-service training as to what signs
may indicate drug or alcohol
Please see DRINKING/lOA

While the steadily growing
use of marijuana and heroin are
gaining national attention,
another potentially more dangerous drug has slipped in and
stolen the show in western Kentucky, southeast Missouri and
southem'lllinois- if not across
the country.
Methamphetamine, or meth,
is a synthetic drug which is produced through the combination
of etheriden and a variety of
other chemicals that are cooked
to make a powdery substance
with effects similar to speed.
"Meth is the poor man's
cocaine," said Jim Osborne, narcotics detective for the Murray
Police Department.
Osborne said that meth is sold
in grams that can cost from $80
to $100. Eight ounces of meth
can bring as much as $5,000.
The drug is typically injected,
with side effects that last up to
24 hours - much longer than
cocaine and with more intensity
than speed, Osborne said.
Some possible long-term
effects of meth include kidney
failure, lung disorders, brain
damage, depression and insomnia, he said.
"When you come down from
meth the withdrawl is very
severe," said Sgt. Jon Hayden,
drug detective with the
McCracken County Sherifrs
Department in Paducah. "It is
not uncommon for the addicts
not to sleep for six to seven
days."

Hayden, who says he has per·
sonally been involved with an
increasing number of meth busts
in McCracken, Ballard, Graves
and Calloway counties in the last
year, said he believes meth use
and productipn has spread
across the area from aoutheast
Missouri, where authorities have
been fighting the drug's production for the last few years.
Many of the chemicals used in
the production of the drug are
easily obtained under the disguise of agriculture use, he said.
He has received several reports
of anhydrous ammonia, which
can be used in the production of
the drug, being stolen from area
farms, where the chemical is
used to maintain crops.
"The reason that meth is growing in this area is because we are
close to southeast Missouri and
to the supply, and that directly
impacts us," Hayden said.
Southeast Missouri is second
only to California in the production of meth, he said.
The drug ·showed up in westem Kentucky two years ago and'
in Murray about six months ago,
Hayden added.
However, only one lab has
been found in Calloway County,
Osborne said.
One of the problems following
the discovery of a meth lab is the
cost associated with its clean up
-a process which, when done to
Environmental
Protection
Agency specifications, can cost
up to $10,000, Osborne said.
Yet the cost to a convicted producer of meth is very minimal.
In Kentucky it is a misdemeanor to be in possession of
meth and a felony to sell or
transport it. Both charges have
lesser penalties than those for
the possession or sale of cocaine1
for instance. It is a problem Hayden said he hopes to see rectified
in the near future.

Fast Track changes prices
pus for those students using a are the raising of prices and the
Food Service board plan. Last lowering of the amount of money
year Heart Deli on the first floor covered on the board plan. Benof Hart Hall and Pony Express on riter says the changes are due to
the first floor of White Hall where financial reasons.
"1 understand where students
closed
due to financial cuts in the
By DONALD LAWSON
Food
Service
budget,
leaving
are
coming from,'' be said. "We
STi\FF WRITER
Winslow and Fast Track to bear provided so many options of food
in [Fast Track) last year that we
Changes at Fast Track have the brunt.
couldn't afford it."
Bill
Benriter,
director
of
Food
caused discontent among the stuAlthough the cut backs may be
Service,
said
that
the
changes
are
dent population.
justified,
students say they are
indirectly
related
to
the
changes
Fast Track, located behind
very
upset
with the changes and
that
took
place
last
year.
The
Winslow Dinning Hall, is one of
at
Fast
Track
main
changes
made
Please
sec
FAST TRACK/lOA
the only sources for food on cam-

•Food Services: With Hart
Deli and Pony Express
closed, changes at Fast Track
have students in an uproar.

News JVttnzheJ~..:;
News.................. 762-4468
College Life....... 762-4480
Sports................762-4481
Editor-in-Chief.. 762-6877
Advertising....... 762-44 78
Fax ..••••.:......•....•. 7 62-3175
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Meth use
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Baby, baby

Get decorating tips
from the
experts on
&;;...-="'"-';...;;;y how to
make your house, dorm
room or apartment feel like
a home

SGA PRESIDENT

may have taken them.
Despite the problems with the current
phonebook, Morgan said students
shouldn't worry about not having an
absolutely accurate phonebook for the
1997-1998 school year. The Admissions
and Registrar's Office and the SGA are
currently working on a supplemental
phonebook that will consist only of student listings.
Mary Smith, admissions systems
· coordinator at the Admissions and Registrar's Office, said that the new phonebook will be going to print Oct. 18, and
may be available by late October or
early November. She said the deadline
for students to get their address change
information into the Admission's Office
is Oct. 1,

Chris Weatherly/Sen1or Photographer

Ruslan Dzhunusov, a graduated student from Almaty,
Kazakhstan serves Michelle Swinegar, a freshman from
Radcliff, in Fast Track.
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Pigeon party

SGA VOICeS
concerns

Gray receives the
Hartman award
Dr. Thomas Gray, chairman of the department of
Graphics Arts Technology
received the Fred J. Hartman Award recognizing his
achievement in graphics
arts technology.
Gray, a MSU professor
for 22 years, was selected
for having one of the top
ten printing programs in
the United States.

•SGA: Student Government Association met
Wednesday to discuss
issues ranging from campus phone directoriep to
food services.

To reach or leave a
message for your SGA
representative the office
number is 762-6951.
BY )ASON KEMP
·
To
contact Todd EarSTAFF WRITER
wood, SGA President,
The fll'st meeting of the during working hours his
1997- 1998 school year for number is 762-6883.
the Student Government Jeanie Morgan, SGA
Association didn't attract
Coordinator, can be
many spectators, but it did
reached at 762-6883.
bring about some interesting

Gordon promoted
to assistant vice
president for H R
Joyce Gordon, former
director
of
Human
Resources, was promoted
to assistant vice president
of human resources at
MSU o n July I.
Gordon
has
been
employed by MSU since

1970.

MSU information
booth opens at mall
Earlier this summer, the
Center for Continuing
Education opened an
information booth at Kentucky Oaks Mall in Paducah to provide information
for potential students.
MSU merchandise is also
available for purchase.

Nationl:ir/(~/s
jonBenet's mother
m ay have written
ransom note
Vanity Fair magazine
reported that Jon Benet
Ramsey's mother may have
written the ransom note
she claims to have found.
• The magazine's October
issue, which will include ·a
complete transcript of the
note, states t hat only
Patricia Ramsey's handwriting came close to a
match, out of 74 different
samples tested.

james Earl Ray
hearings begin
Hearings to determine
whether James Earl Ray
will be freed began in
. Nashville Thursday.
· Earl, who has been diagnosed with a terminal liver
disease, will die within six
months unless he receives
a transplant. Out-of-state
treatment or a liver transplant would only be available to him if he is freed,
: according to his lawyer,
! Andrew Hall.

Danny Vowell/Staff

A single pigeon seeks refuge from the chilly late afternoon breeze Wednesday afternoon between Lovett Auditorium and the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

•Statue: A likeness of
Rainey T. Wells will be
unveiled in front of Pogue
Library..

Wells, founder of Murray the fierce determination of
State Normal School.
those wanting to bring higher
Wells served as second pres- education to Western Kenident of the school from 1926 • tucky,r he said .
to 1933 and was also responThe statue was sculpted .by
sible for naming the varsity Kentucky
native
Ed
sports teams the "Thorough- Br eathitt. The statue is made
breds."
BY D ONALD lAWSON
of bronze and will rest on a
STAFf W RITER
Sid Easley, chairman of t he carnelian granite base. It will
Board of Regents, said he be located on t he quad in
The Murray State Board of hopes the statue will serve as front of Pogue Library.
Regents is planning to unvei1 a fitting tribute to Wells.
It will replace a monument
a statue honoring Rainey T.
''This statue will symbolize to Wells formerly located in

New policy set for
CIV common final
J. BORRE

STAff W RITER

News
photographer,
Jacques Langevin, who had
photographed
Princess
Diana at the Ritz Hotel
earlier that night, is being
investigated, along with
other photographers, by
Paris police on charges of
manslaughter.
.
· He claims he was not
among the photographers
chasing the limousine,
claims and arrived at the
accident scene before rescuers knew who was in
the car.
Compiled by john K. Moore

discussion of the new student directory and food services.
When SGA President Todd
Earwood opened the floor for
discussion of concerns for
SGA, the first issue brought
up was that of the 1997-1998
phone books that were
released this week. The student
directories
were
released earlier this year
than last year because SGA
wanted students to have
them as soon as school started, but many addresses and
phone numbers were left out
because students were not
able to meet t h e July 8 deadline for the completion of the
address change forms. (See
related story on front page)
The report from t he Student Publication Committee
said t he major problem, however, was distribution of the
books. One SGA member
said there was a shortage of
phone books because departments are requiring so many
for their members and suggested that SGA might want
to consider distribu ting
them in another way.
The student even suggested that SGA should leave th e
distribution up to the University
Bookstore
and
charge students $1 for the
books. Student 9<>vernment

and the bookstore could split
the profit, he said.
Ear wood, however, disagreed with the idea, saying
he does not want to charge
money for student phone
books and that they will consider distribution by other
means.
D uring the discussion of
new business, William Benriter, dir ector of food services, said the food services
committee will hopefully be
in the process of adding,
more student options for
meal plans.
Benriter also said, th'at
like Domino's Pizza,
the
newly added Subway should
bring in good r evenue. He
said Subway ch ose to use a
portable kiosk stand instead
of a store because it believes
the volume of sales will be
the same or even better.
Benriter said Subway will be
open by t h e middle of next
week.
In other news, SGA discu ssed that the sales froll)
poster sales this week will go
the organization to help pay
for the fal l semester.
They also nominated senator Kevin Lowe to represent
them in Mr. MSU.

Boar_
d of Regents erects statue

BY NICOLE

: One photographer
denies he had role
in Diana's death

A Phone
directory

A13 a new semester begins,
final examinations are not typically on students' minds. A
change in grading policy, however, might have students
enrolled in world civilization
classes planning ahead.
William Schell, associate professor of history, said beginning this fall, world civilization
students will have to score at
least a 50 percent on the common final to pass.
"Failure to score at least 50
percent on the common final
will result in an 'E' no matter
what the grade which is held in
the class to that point," he said.
Schell says the change in policy is part of a larger set of new
goals devised by the University. He hopes to see students
finishing their world civilizations class with a "common
experience."

"When all professors a r e
teaching the same body of
knowledge, students learn
what a well educated person
should know coming out of
world civilizations,'' he said.
But some students arc not as
optimistic as Schell.
"Students become accustomed to their individual professor's testing style," said
Jacque Abernathy, senior from
Paducah. "When they take the
common final in a different
testing style, it can have a negative impact on their grade."
Shell does not advise students to grabbing a worn-out
copy of the terms which somehow lind a place among every
students'
most
valuable
belongings close to the time for
finals. Rather, he suggests,
looking up the world civilization terms and writing them
down.
"It burns them into your
memory,'' he said.

front of the Applied Science the Board of Regents. The
building,
which
was total cost of the project is estidestroyed by wear and tear mated between $80,000 and
from the elements .
$90,000.
Easley said the idea for the
Dewey Yeatts, director of
statue
has been around for
facilities management, said
some
time,
but is coming to ,
work on the statue base will
fruition
now
to coincide with
begin around Sept. 15.
the term of Regent Wells
He added that the statue Lovett, who is Wells' grandwill be a "dazzling" tribute to son.
Wells.
An unveiling ceremony is
According to Easley, funds set for Oct. 19, and will be
for the statue were raised by open to the public.

Sigma Cfli dies
from heart cancer
•Student Death: Local fraternity
loses member to cancer over summer.
BY )AKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Scott Charles Raycraft,
23, died of heart cancer
during the summe r.
Sigma Chi frate rnity
will hold a memorial
service for Raycraft
during the Homecoming W e ekend.

Scott Charles Raycr aft, 23, from Normal,
Ill., died fro m heart cancer July 8, at the
Univer sity Of Illinois Medical Center.
Raycraft also helped coach Sigma Ch i's
A physical education major, Raycraft
sports
teams. His support was behind a pro
would have begun his student teaching at
Murray State this semester, v.:ith gradua- ject to build a fraternity basketball court,
and the recently completed court was dedi·
tion following in December.
He was a member of Sigma Chi fraterni- cated to Raycraft.
Sigma Chi also has established a scholarty, where he held the special events office.
Raycraft also contributed to the fraterni- ship fund in Raycraft's name. A memorial
ty th rough his inherent humor and ability service will be held in his honor during the
Homecoming weekend. For more informato "m ake everyone laugh."
tion
about the scholarship fund, or memor.Described as being "loved by all, and
ial
service
contact Josh Kinder, Sigma Chi
humored by a ll," fraternity brother Casey
president.
Lacefield , remembers Raycraft as a "mildmannered, even-tempered friend."
Scott is survived by his parents, Donald
"He got along with everyone and was and Carol Raycr aft, and two brothers,
very easy to approach," Lacefield said.
Craig and Michael.
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PoliceBeat
Aug.28
3:37 p.m. False fire alarm reported at Richmond College.
9:21 p.m. Auto accident reported at Stewart Stadium. No Injuries reported.
Aug. 29
3:25 a.m. False fire alarm reported at Applied Science Building.
5:40 a.m. Auto accident reported at Racer Arena. No injuries reported.
9:02 a.m. False fire alarm reported at Richmond College.
3:12p.m. F1re alarm activated in the fifth floor laundry room of Hester Col·
lege. No fire found.
9:58 p.m. Complaint of skateboarders reported at the Industry and Tech·
nology Building.
William K. Shaffer cited for no insurance and expired license plate.
Aug. 30
10:58 p.m. Fire alarm activated at the New Fine Arts Annex. No fire found.
A\lg. 31
9:57 p.m. False fire alarm reported at Hester College.
Michael H. Minger reported theft of his bike from Regents College area. The
bike is described as a Huffy Free Spirit with a royal blue frame and fenders
and tan colored street tires.
Sept.1
1:54 a.m. False fire alarm reported at Applied Science Building.
7:13a.m. False fire alarm reported at Applied Science Building.
7:24 p.m. Complaint of skateboarders reported at Waterfield Library area.
9:10 p.m. Seventh floor fire alarm activated in Regents College. No fire
found.
11:15 p.m. Rre alarm activated in Applied Science Building. No ftre found.

Sept. 2
Chris Weatherly/Senior Photographer

Annazette Fields, Anniversary Committee chair, J.D. Williams, C alloway County judge/executive, President Ke rn Alexand er, Mayo r
Bill Cherry and Sid Easley, chair of the Board of Regents, sign a proclamation declaring the observance of the 75th Anniversary of
Murray State University's founding.

75th Anniversary date set
STAFF REPORT

Murray

State

University

will celebrate i t s 75th anniversary with F ounder 's Day 1
p.m . Sept. 17 . at the Wrather
West K en t ucky Museum.
During the ceremony, the
Golden Horseshoe winners for
1997 will be r ecognized. These
awards are presented annually to recognize the service of
dedicated Murray State alumni who held respon sible positions and w h o have con-

tributed to the excellence of
the University. This year's
three recipients are Rep.
Freed Curd, Michael Hamilton
and Janice Weaver.

erans Administration Center
since 1994. He received his
bachelor's degree in 1970 followed by a master's degree in
1973, both from MSU.

Curd was a 1961 graduate of
Murray and has spent 27
years as a Kentucky State
Representative and helped
Gov. Paul Patton pass the
Higher Education Reform
Plan.

Now a retired lieutenant
colonel from the US Army
Reserves, Hamilton began his
military career while at MSU.
He served for a year in Vietnam and re<:eived a Bronze
Star. From 1912 to 1989, he
held various positions within
the military's medical service.

Hamilton, fromShreveport,
La. has served as medical cent er dire<:tor at Shreveport Vet-

Weaver , from Murray, has

helped many around the state
to attend college and supports
the Racer athletic team.
She retired this year as dean
of Murray State's College of
Education, a position she had
held since 1985.
Weaver
has
delivered
numerous presentations as a
keynote speaker throughout
the nation, especially on the
topics of the Kentucky Education Reform Act and higher
education reform.

Quality

12:32 a.m. False fire alarm reported at Applied Science Building.
12:58 a.m. False fire alarm reported at Applied Science Building.
2:11 p.m. Auto accident reported in the SpAr.iAI c-;rlttf':~tion Building parking
lot. No injuries reported.
4:31 p.m. MSU student reported hitting another student on his bicycle at
Regents and Chestnut street area. Pavel Urzahumov of College Courts was
taken to the Murray-Galloway Hospital for a wound sustained to his leg.
Stitches were applied and he was released.
10:05 p.m. Hester College tested fire alarm system.
10:33 p.m. Springer College held practice fire drill.
10:34 p.m. Hart College held practice fire dfill.
11 :28 p.m. Fire alarm activated at the New Fine Arts Annex. No fire found.
Alarm set off by a pipe letting off steam in the mechanical room.

Sejrt. 3
11:15 a.m. Vehicle towed for blocking the Richmond College hall director's
drive.
4:42 p.m. The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to the Special Edu·
cation Building to respond to a fire alarm. No fire was found, the first floor
pull station was activated.
5:39 p.m. Frankiln College had a practice fire drill.
8:45 p.m. Richmond College had a practice fire drill.
8:53 p.m. Clark College had a practice fire drill
10:09 p.m. White Hall had a practice fire drill.
Racer Eacorta • 10
Motorist Aulata-9
Information for Police Best gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess, assistant news editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.
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Do you feel that the

media was responsible for the
death of Princess Diana?

Name: Nick
Distefano
Major: Environ11lental engineer/
Photojournalism
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Collinsville, Ill.

"Both the media and the dri·
ver were equally at fault.'•

Name: Amy
Croger

Major: Exercise.

The Murray State News
September 5, 1997

Food Services forgetting promise
Promises are made to be broken,
and Food Services is most assuredly
living up to that rule.
When Pony Express, previously
located in White College, closed on
April 19, 1997, the students feared
that they would be forced to make the
long haul to Winslow or Fast Tracks
to use their board plans.
In the April 18 issue of The Murray
State News, Bill Benriter, director of
Food Services, said the students in
Regents and White colleges would not
be neglected.
So much for that promise. The stu~
dents have been neglected. Freshmen
and sophomores living in Regents and
White colleges and who have board
plans now have only two dinning
choices: Winslow or Fast Tracks.
On top of this insult is the fact that

have less money to spend on every
meal. The only drinks that can be purchased are cans of soft drinks (which
Issue:
have gone up five cents a can), and
Foods Services has made several
gum and other candies can be purmodifications with Fast Tracks and
chased only with cash.
the board plans.
Granted, Fast Tracks has received
Position:
some modest re-modeling, but new
The changes are not meeting the
paneling and fresh paint don't account
needs of the students.
for much when it comes dinner time.
when students arrive at Fast Tracks,
Another meager effort comes in the
they will find a meager selection of form of extended hours. The store
food and drink.
now opens at 6:30 a.m. and closes at
Upperclassmen may recall a day I 0 p.m. The extended hours, however,
when frozen pizzas were plentiful and do not benefit the students with board
bottled sodas were always available. plans because the plans' usage period
On one's board plan milk could be was not extended.
purchased by the pint, and then one
Students are paying more and getting
could use leftover money on the pur- less. Food services seems to have forchases of gum, for instance.
gotten its vow to remember the stuThis will happen no more. Students dents needs.

Out- \l felo

Science
Year: Junior

Hometown:
Muhlenberg

"The media
. was agitating. but they were all
drunk. It's not the media•s
fault that she died.'•
Name: Carrie
Dujka

Major: Drafting
and Design

Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Chicago

"Yes. definitely.
They kept taking pictures after
the crash. It makes me sick.''

Name: Wesley
Wright

Major: Biology
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Russellville

"Partially. The
accident could
have been avoided if the driver
wasn•t drinking and the media
was not trying to catch them."
Name: Brian
Shelton

Major: Business
Year: Graduate
Student

Hometown:
Paducah

"Not directly.
Her lifestyle led to it. By being
so open, she made herself vulnerable to the dangers.'•
Jennifer Sacharnoski;Viewpoint Editor

•
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The Murray State News is prepared
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Accuracy requites·· time
In the rush to complete a phone
book in record time, the SGA left out
some vital information. For example,
correct phone numbers, addresses
and e-mail address. Some students are
not acknowledged and some non-University students were listed.
Old rule: It's easier to do it right the
first time.
The Student Government Association, however, has seemingly adopted
another philosophy concerning the
student directories: If at first you don't
succeed; try, try again.
It is an incredible task to organize
the names and numbers for nearly
9,000 students and hundreds of faculty. But, it is even harder when the
information for the book has to be
predicted three months before students are even moved into their Murray homes. Some students don't know
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whose phone number is also missing,
said that · the proper corrections are
being made and will be distributed in a

The Student Government Association distributed the student phone
books in record time.

supplement.
Jeanie Morgan, secretary/coordinator of the SGA, said students should
Position:
not worry about the books inaccuracy.
.
h
What then is the purpose of a phone
A n accurat e p hone book IS wort
the wait.
book full of wrong numbers?
Accuracy is the key to any type of
where they are going to live until a directory. It's like publishing a dictioweek before classes.
. nary with misspelled words. It doesn't
Did you know that according to the help anybody.
phone book, Murray State has comThe initiative of the SGA must be
muters from New York?
commended. The phone books were
The directory also lists many com- put out sooner than ever before.
muters from louisville and beyond.
However, to do things better, it often
Desk supervisors are spending quality takes longer.
Yet, we still maintain that the student
time looking up numbers for students
that were not avaliable in the phone body would greatly appreciate a book
books.
with correct phone numbers, even If it
SGA President Todd Earwood, takes a few more weeks to deliver.
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Hazing not
accepted in
Greek life
It is always terrible news to
hear that a fellow greek has
been lost to a hazing incident.
Even though I did not know the
student from Louisiana, I am
sorry the he lost his life to care·
less actions taken by his fellow
brothers. There is no excuse for
this terrible incident, but there
are ways to ensure that this
instance never occurs at Murray State.
The greek system aL Murray
State strongly prohibits the
hazing of members both physically and mentally. Every
semester extensive measures
are taken both internally and
externally to ensure that all
members of greek society have
the opportunity to express
themselves as individuals within their greek organizations.
Each organization is responsible for its own anti-hazing educational programs, and various
org8!Uzations such as Student
Leadership Development Board
offer seminars each semester
dealing with this important
topic and allow greeks to join
forces in the fight against hazing on this campus.
Greeks, on this campus, are
not known for negative features
such as hazing, but instead are
recognized for their many
accomplishments. Sororities
and fraternities alike sper;v.!
major: portions of their academic year involved in philanthropic events. From canned food dri·
ves to money-raising events for
charities, the members of these
organizations donate their time
and resources to serve those in
need.
When the fraternities and
sororities are not involved in
philanthropy, they are often
busy developing their leader·
ship skills by taking part in the
running of many of the various
campus organizations. They
hold a wide array of offices from
president to committee member. One need only take a look
at virtually any organization on
campus to see how many
Greeks devote their time and
skills to make campus life more
enjoyable for all students.
I would encourage anyone
desiring to apply leadership
skills and a hard work ethic to
inquire within a .local greek
chapter.

.

Jeff Wilson is the president of
the Interfraternity Council .

Student demands -a ll-night diner
Murray, as a college town, is missing something.
Since the Donut Palace began closing, Hardees is the only 24-hour
restaurant in town. There's nothing
inherently wrong with Hardees, I suppose, but the lack of options is bothersome. Murr~y needs another restaurant open at all hours. It needs a place
that serves more than fast food. It
needs a place with some character,
and some good food would be nice, too.
What this town needs is a Waffie
House.
Anyone who has taken a road trip in
the South knows what I'm talking
about. There's something special
about the place which sets it apart. It
could be beeausc Waffie Houses have
the best jukeboxes in the world, the
bestselling omelets, grits, and raisin
toast, or the fact you can see your food
being prepared by excellent cooks
(where do they find those people?) ...
and I've heard they have waffles
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there, too.
Just picture it if you will. It's three
o'clock in the morning. You're awake
because a) you're studying, b) you
have no classes the next day, c) Beastmaster 2 just ended on Cinemax and
you had to see one more time, d) you're
a vampire, or e) you're drunk. No matter the reason, you're hungry.
Winslow closed eight hours ago, and
you don't have the patience to wait 30
minutes for a cold burger at some
other 24 hour restaurant in town. You
saunter into the local Waffle House,

and you can order a waffle, some eggs,
a steak, grits, whatever. It's so beautiful of a thought, I could almost cry.
Another great thing about the
House is the people you'll encounter
there. Enter any Waffle House at four
in the morning, and I guarantee you
will see something you not only
haven't seen before...but you can barely comprehend as inhabiting the same
dimension as you are. The man who is
having a very passionate argument
with the salt shaker. The couple with
no teeth who are none the less chowing on T-bones. The trucker whose
body was apparently constructed with
no regard for the laws of physics. The
entire situation is fascinating and surreal, which makes it kind of similar to
sorority rush with much more humor.
Anyway, here is my proposal: it is
our responsibility, nee it is a moral
imperative we get a Waffle House. I'm
guessing the people at Waffle House
don't know where Murray is located.

Hell, how many of us knew before we
came to school here? So we need to let
them know.
I hope you will join me in my quest.
Below is the address of the Waffie
House International HQ. Write a letter and explain our need and their
opportunity. Cajole, lie, beg. Do whatever you believe is necessary. It is a
matter of great importance, if for no
other reason . than I can't find good
grits this side of Cracker Barrel and
I'm really about to snap.
The address is:
5986 Financial Drive
Norcross, GA 30071
Thank you all for the help. Just
think, when you bring your kids back
for Homeeoming in a few years, you
can point at it and say, "I helped
accomplish that." Kind of puts doing
homework in perspective, doesn't it? ·

C. D. Bradley is the Editor-in -Chief for
The Murray State News.
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Group promotes
sexual diversity
When first asked to write an article
about Alliance, I immediately recalled
the amusing long-lived-letter debates
sparked by an article last year on the
group. So be it. My only intent is to give
a face to a unique group on campus and
hopefully, in the process, to interest and
inform.
"Alliance is a Murray State University student organization which (exists)
for the purpose of supporting and promoting the specific needs and interests
of homosexual, bisexual and transgendered students. In recognition of the
importance of unity and diversity in
promoting its interests in a campus
community, Alliance is an organization
composed of students - regardless of
sexual orientation, race, gender, color or
creed. The purpose of the organization
is threefold; to promote tolerance, education and awareness of (sexual) diversity in the student body of (MSU)."
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I tried to "be normal," to "fit in;" and I
succeeded for many years. That is until
I could no longer stand the strain of
lying to myself, to my family and to my
friends.
My fl.l'st year of college was the beginning of many deep changes in my life. I
was independent, learning a lot and
meeting many different kinds of people.
I felt free. My life wasn't easy by any
means, but I felt free from high school
peer pressure and family.

Whew! That was a lengthy piece of
Up until then, I hated what my life
reading- taken from the group's state- had become - lonely, unfulfilled and
ment of purpose. In a nutshell, Alliance tiresome. I knew something had to
is a group for and about sexual diversi- change, or I was going to go insane.
ty - open to all students.
Coming out can be one of the most dif"So what?" some may say. "Why is ficult, yet fulfilling and essential,
this group needed here at MSU?"
processes a gay person will face. I gradually
faced it and came out to myself in
The lessons learned from the "college
1994.
Then came the heart-wrenching
experience" are the same here as they
of telling my family and friends.
process
are across the nation. By this I mean,
be real with the people I
I
could
finally
college is one of the most fun yet chalin
the
world, which continloved
most
lenging experiences in an individual's
ues
today.
life. It's about "hittin' the books and
makin' the grades." But equally imporWhile I didn't have the courage then
tant, it's about self-discovery, defining to join the Gay and Lesbian Student
and refining who and what you are Organization at my former school, I am
one of the life-long missions of being proud to have had the desire to join and
human.
help reshape the G.L.S.O. here at MurWhen you add the issues of sexual ori- ray State.
entation to that inward quest, the result
Alliance meets needs here on campus.
is often confusing, embarrassing and It not only has the social role of allowing
highly emotional. My own quest was students- gay, straight or otherwisesuch.
to interact in an open, fun environment
but also serves to create a campus that
I was aware of my being different is
tolerant to diversity through educathe only word I had to describe myself
tion
and service.
then, at an early age. As I entered
puberty and the social expectations of
Hopefully you have a better sense of
guys chasing girls, I was forced to rec- what we're about and why we're here. If
ognize that I preferred guys. This anyone needs any further information
scared me.
about the group, feel free to contact me
at
762-4698. I look forward to a great
I was truly different, and this differyear.
ence now had many names. fag. queer.
homo. I detested being associated with
those names. I couldn't handle that. So Tavares Jones is the president of
I didn't.
Alliance at Murray State.

Ethics vary among photographers
The cameras have turned on the
photographers. We now find ourselves being scrutinized in the fisheye lens of the public.
FoUowing the death of Princess
Diana, much attention has been
given to the paparazzi photographers and the role they played in the
incident.
Admittedly, I have yet to fully
make up my mind as to just how
much blame can be laid upon them,
however, I do fmd myself distressed
over public reaction towards photographers.
In spite of the current media blitz
being waged upon paparazzi, these
individuals are not a new phenomenon. Rather, they trace their roots
back to Ron Gallela as he harassed
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis in a
similar fashion.
He would hide in bushes and
spring out unexpectedly, flashbulbs
popping, or follow her- indiscriminately. Why? She sold pictures.
Given the rather ruthless nature
by which these photographers pursue their subjects, it is easy to see
why the public has been angered.
They dash any hope of public figures being able to enjoy privacy.
Granted, part of becoming an apple
in the public eye involves the sacrifice of some privacy, but not the total
offering of it upon the alter of an
insatiable public's desire for dirt. If
not for this ravenous appetite, the
paparazzi would be out of a job.
In this sense, the paparazzi were
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professional rescue workers around,
I would undoubtedly put the camera
down and do all I could to assist. 'J'hc
value of human life far outweighs
any photo that could be taken.
However, if there were nlready
rescue workers present, I would
shoot my pictures while trying t,o
stay out of the way as much as po,ssible. I feel that this holds true for
my colleagues in the photo s tall' of
The Murray State News , as well as
all other photojournalists tha t I
have come into contact with.
The paparazzi are not even real
photographers, in my opinion. lfyou
really look at their photos, a clear
disregard of composition is present.
To become a photojournalist, one
has to develop the instinct for new",
as well as develop a keen eye for
those unexpected "slice of life" phO·
los that appear in so many papers.
. These come only with time and practice.
True, we may seem pervasive ut.
times. It is the nature of our job.
However, the next time you see
myself, or any other photojournalist,
walking through campus, wiLh 70
pounds of camera gear strapped to
our bodies, do not become enraged.
Rather think of how we nrc duty
bound to bring you the news, s ports,
and even a smile or two, while maintaining some sense of human dignity.

not the only ones who hounded
Princess Diana, but the public as a
whole.
The paparazzi have had another
effect upon society. As a result of
their antics all photographers have
come under scrutiny.
The line between photojournalists
and the paparazzi has become
blurred to the point where distinction is nearly impossible.
Photojournalists are not out to get
rich. We shoot because it is our passion. We do not "make" events,
rather we cover them. We know that
as long as an individual is in a public place, we have the right to shoot.
But we also know our limitations.
Perhaps the greatest difference
and
between photojournalists
paparazzi 'is a heightened sen.se of
ethics.
Admittedly this will vary from
photographer to photographer, but
photojournalists, for the most part,
subscribe to the same school of
thought.
If I were to be the first to arrive at Danny Vowell is a staff photog,:aph·
an accident scene and there were no er for The Murray State News.

Women's Center supports students ·
On behalf of the Women's Center, I
welcome you to Murray State University. Attending college is more than an
intellectual experiencej it has an
important social component. Perhaps,
the most important knowledge you
wiJl gain during your college years is
about yourself and others. New experiences, people and ideas offer the
opportunity to explore who you are
and what you believe. At best, college
can provide the opportunity for all students to grow socially, with men and
women learning how to communicate
more openly, honestly, and dearly
with each other.
Likewise, the college experience can
assist students in learning to acknowledge and honor the diversity that
exists in the world today. The "social
learning" that is an integral part of
the college experience has been
labeled "co-curricular," indicating that
it is equal in value to the intellectual
learning that occurs on the university
campus.

Center goals
The MSU Women's Center focuses
on assisting students to grow socially.
We adhere to the basic values of liberal education - especially respect for
others. We are committed to eliminating all types of harassment and violence which adversely impact the college experience of those students wh~
are the targets of such inappropriate
behavior.
The MSU Women's Center opened
its doors in 1992 when, similar to
other institutions across the U.S., the
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support and counseling for targeted
individuals.

Educational programs

Each semester, the Women's Center
offers a variety of educational programs aimed at raising awareness,
jANE ETHERIDGE
stimulating thought and dialogue, and
helping to create an environment in
which all students feel safe and in
which they are an integral, valued
part. For example, the Women's CenUniversity saw a need to provide sup- ter will sponsor MSU's second annual
port for the growing number of women B.E. S.A.F.E. Week (Be Educated on a
entering higher education. The Wom- Sexual Assault-Free Environment)
en's Center is dedicated to the sup- Sept. 28 through Oct. 3.
port, education and personal growth of
The events planned are aimed at
women. Our primary purpose is to
raising
awareness regarding rape and
provide immediate support and assissexual
assault,
especially
tance to individuals experiencing
rape
which
hapdate/acquaintance
crises related to concerns commonly
pens
much
more
often
than
any
of
us
referred to as women's issues.
would like to admit.
In addition, the Center assists
The ultimate goal of such education
women in facing the new challenges,
is
to prevent future sexual violence,
opportunities, and demands encounhowever,
we also want to encourage
tered in today's society. Our emphases
those
who
have already been victimare on providing counseling, advocacy
ized
to
be
aware
of and take advanand education regarding issues partictage
of
the
resources
available to help
ularly relevant to women.
them recover.
We strive to educate and heighten
We also want students to become
people's awareness regarding rape
and other forms of sexual misconduct, familiar with the University's sexual
relationship violence, gender rela- assault policy, including the procetions, eating disorders and the gener- dures for adjudication.
al status of women on campus, as well
On the first day of the event, three
as in society in general.
presenters from James Madison UniWe endeavor to identify, cultivate, versity (including a rape survivor, a
encourage, and develop female lead- convicted rapist, and a counselor with
ers; we promote gender equity among 20 years experience in the Aeld of sexstudents, faculty, administration, and ual assault) will be on campus to
staff at Murray State; and, we provide speak to several classes and student

work to make it one where everybody
feels supported and where there is
communal trust and respect. Or, you
can make choices that undermine the
community and break down trust. I
encourage you to contribute in positive
ways to this community. Here are
some of the responsibilities to consider:
•Respect the dignity of each individual; avoid demeaning individuals or
groups via teasing, ridicule, insults,
intimidation, discrimination, coercion,
or harassment.
•Strive for personal integrity and
academic achievement.
• Demonstrate concern for others
and their feelings.
• Respect the rights and property of
others.
• Become familiar with and abide by
the policies and regulations of the
3140.
campus which are designed to mainWe encourage students, faculty, and tain a safe and healthy environment.
staff who are interested in issues rele• Learn to be assertive and commu·
vant to women to visit the Women's nicate your feelings and expectations
Center. A variety of videos, books, clearly.
pamphlets and other literature are
•Avoid excessive use of a lcohol
.available for research, information because it impedes your ability to
gathering, and for self-help. All ser- think clearly nnd make wise ch?icos.
vices are free and available to all
I encourage you to learn, discuss,
members of the campus community.
experience, debate, meet new people,
The office is open Monday through
challenge old ideas, and grow this
Friday and is located in Ordway Hall,
year. Take advantage of the opportuSuite 201.
nities that MSU provides and get
Community responsibilities involved in meaningful ways.
In closing, I once again welcome you
into the Murray State community. As Jane Etheridge is the director of the
a member of this community, you can Women's Center.
organizations. The following day, several Murray State faculty members
from various disciplines will share
results of academic research in the
area of sexual assault. The annual
"Take Back the Night" program and
candlelight vigil will take place that
Thursday evening outside Winslow
cafeteria beginning at 6 p.m. and the
yearly Clothesline Project will be on
display in the Curris Center on that
same night. Numerous programs,
films, and discussions, will be available in the residential colleges and in
many classes throughout the week.
I encourage you to get involved in
the effort to make this campus the
safest one in the U.S. A calendar of
events for B.E. S.A.F.E. Week will be
distributed soon so be watching.
If you want to get more actively
involved, call the Women's Center at
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International students cope with barriers
"Here, there are so many different
While in class, Madoka said she has explanation.
"Most of my classes are in journal- pronunciations of words and it takes a
some difficulty understanding wh_e n
ism and since lectures are hard to while to understand," he said. "The
professors lecture. ·
"I take notes in Japanese, but I have understand, I do my best to keep up," English I am used to hearing is quite
British, but I can get through it."
to go to the teacher after class and ask she said.
Matsurod Kruachai, from Thailand,
Suresh Hariharan, from India, came
him · to repeat the things I didn't
to Murray more prepared to speak also learned English before coming to
understand," she said.
Madoka did learn some English in English than do most students from the University.
BY CHRISTINE HALL
I learned English in primary school,
grammar school, but said her listening other countries.
STAFF WJUTEI
He is a graduate student studying just grammar though," she said. "I
skills are poor.
"I studied English for six years, but chemistry, which is tough even for also spoke English with my parents."
For non-English speaking students
When Matsurod has to do a term
who attend Murray State, communi- • ~~ t~acher only tau~ht gr~mm~r and Emglish-speaking students.
paper,
she slows down and looks to the
I
lived,
I
attended
an
Eng"Where
eating in class and on campus can oe a reaamg, not spea'k.irig, hsterung or
help
of
friends.
lish
school
right
from
kindergarten,"
difficult task.
....writing,~ she said. "I haven't !isten~
"Grammar
and tenses are my
he
said.
"English
was
the
frrst
lanClass lectures in a foreign language to English that. much and stil! don t
biggest
problems
and that is why my
guage."
can affect these students' grades, know how to. wnte papers well.
.
papers
are
not
written
well," she said.
Suresh
is
able
to
understand
Engespecially in English classes where
To cope With ~e language barn~r,
Matsu.rod
said
participating
in class
lish,
but
said
the
pronunciation
of
the students also battle confusing Madoka must listen more closely m
discussions is difficult because of the
grammar rules.
class and ask her teachers for more some words is a problem.
The Center for International Pro.,,,..------,.--- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---,-.--.,..----...,
grams on campus helps new and old
~~
international students make the neel
essary a<ljustment.~ to cope with classes in a new language.
Madok.a Arita, a graduate journalism major from Japan, is taking classes to learn how American students
write columns and gather information
for stories.

Language can
stress visiting
students

Professors learn by teaching
Bv CHRISTINE

HALL

STAFF WRmR

Language barriers are not
only a problem for foreign students in Murray State class·
rooms, but for their instructors as well. With both American and international students gracing classes in every
department, creating effective
teaching methods can become
a challenge.
Instructors often must
change their lesson plans to
accommodate diversity in
their classes.
Kathy Thornton, composition and English Language
Institute professor, said this
kind of barrier gives her an
opportunity to introduce her
students to new cultures.
"For me, it is an enriching
experience because it allows
me to .take American students
outside their own culture,'' she
said. "It's also good to have
real people who can talk about
living somewhere else."
Thornton · says one of her
goals in the composition class
is to take students beyond
what they understand.
"American · students are
always dreaming of going
someplace else and with international students in the classroom, they have that opportunity," she said.

One of the goals for teachers, Thornton said, is to get to
know each of the students in
the classes.
"The teachers must know
the make-up of the class and
vitally get the feel for the students at all levels, whether
they be freshman or graduates," she said. "The teacher
should also relate the students' experiences to the content of the class."
Some professors already
understand some of the cultural differences and how that
affects classroom performance.
Miles Kimball, English professor, says lack of class par·
ticipation is a result of differing classroom rules in other
countries.
"In the Asian culture, for
example, the students are not
permitted to question anything the professor says, so
they often sit passively in
class," he said.
James McCoy, economics
and finance chair, has taught
both abroad and in the United
States to students where English is a third or even fourth
language. He said teaching in
such environmertts is a challenge.
"This changes everything
dramatically in both the content of the material and how I

present it to the students,"
McCoy said. "I have to focus
on what is most important and
concentrate on reducing the
slang and choose synonyms
hoping that one of them is in
the student's vocabulary."
McCoy says that although
he has to slow his speech and
teaching styles down considerably, it has strengthened his
ability to teach.
"On the plus side, it makes
me a better communicator and
forces me to rethink and organize my thoughts." he said.
Coming to a different country to study is something that
takes courage and the students are to be commended,
Thornton said.
"America is full of so many
cultures, ethnics and races
that because of the culture differences, you can tell who is
not American," he said. "So
many people focus on those
differences when they should
be finding how we are simi·
lar.n
McCoy also praises the
courage of these students.
"Having international students in class is something
that I don't take for granted,"
McCoy said. "I have a great
deal of respect for students
who try to take on a class
where in a language they
aren.'t familiar with."

language barrier.
"I talk in class a little bit, but only
when the teacher calls my name and I
have to answer," she said.
She does admit that not speaking up
in class is because of not being confident to her opinion.
"Sometimes I think my opinion will
be stupid and so I don't want to talk,"
she said.
For international students looking
for tutoring sessions, they can go to
the Center for International Programs
and they can go to the Learning Center located on the first floor of the
Lowry Center.
There, the students have access to
tutoring in reading and study skills as
well as in English.
These programs look to help international students excess in their areas
of study and most already take advantage of these programs.
For most students reading this article, English is their first language, so
it is difficult for American students to
understand just how hard it is to take
a class in a language that is not their
native one.

-

Language, American skills taught ,
to campus international students
BY MANDY WOLF

uEnglish is not
the most important factor that

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

It's been a long day.
Your teachers have been
harping on you about upcoming mid-terms, your notes are
a mess, and the thought of
attending another foreign language class makes you want to
cry.
Now imaging that it's English you're trying to learn,
your notes are in your native
· language and the tests will all
be in a language you do not
speak every day.
Such are often the worries of
the University's international
students, but classes such as
those taught through tpe English Language Institute are
attempting to help them learn
English, as well as American
culture skills.
The English Language Institute is a stepping stone for the
University's students. They
are not admitted college students, but rather students
seeking to enter American colleges but lacking the neces:;ary skills for entrance.
When ELI students come to
Murray State, they are given
an English placement test,

would indicate a
person's success• .,
-MICHAEL MORGAN,

ELI DIRECTOR

said Erdice Court, international student adviser for EU.
They are then placed in one
of seven levels of ELI classes.
The ELI classes teach
prospective college students:
• grammar
• reading
• oral skills
• speech
• conversation.
"Most students who graduate from ELI go on to the University," Court said.
The EU programs also offer
tutors and mentors to the
international students.
Michelle Long, senior from
Owensboro, serves as an ELI
mentor.
A special education maj~r.
Long said she enjoys helping
the international students,
and likes the cultural

f

#

H
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exchange she receives while
working.
"It gives me the chance to
talk students from other coun·
tries," she said.
Long said the biggest diffi.
culty EU students encounter
while in the United States are
the socialization and cultural
adjustment
shocks
they
receive.
"Here in America, it's much
different that where they're
from ," Court said.
Michael Morgan, director of
ELI and associate professor of
English, said the ELI students
sometimes leave the program
better prepared for university
classes than do most international students who enter the
school on their own.
"English is not the most
important factor that would
indicate a person's success,"
Morgan said. "American culture is integrated into almost
every one of our classes."
Morgan said the ELI students rely heavily on the
Lowry Center and private
tutors, as well as the ELI's
writing lab in Faculty Hall.
"'On some occasions, our students are more careful readers
and do better on tests than do
other students," he said.
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Fee policy changes

Deep thoughts

•Golf:
Miller
Golf September) on weekends before
Course's new policy on 3:~0 p.m. students must pay full
student discounts have . pnT~·
M' ll
t ' dir
r
1m
1 er, execu tve
ector o
broug_ht concern
and the Murray State Foundation,.
questwns from students.
which is in charge of the course,
BY BRIAN HENSON
STAFF WRITER

After a long day of going to
classes; doing research, working,
or any combination of the three,
most students look for some way
to unwind. For some it may be
sleeping, for others reading, and
for a large number of people, it's
participating in sports.
One sport in particular seems to
have the relaxing qualities that
some people are looking for is golf.
However, some students have
voiced concern regarding a pricing
policy at Miller Memorial Golf
Course, the University-owned
facility that is the preference of
many local students.

In the past, MSU students had
received a large discount at the
course, seven days a week. The
new policy has taken away this
student discount at certain hours
of the week.
The policy states that, during
the week, students still pay $7 for
greens fees, which is less than
half of the regular fee. However,
during tourist season, (March to

Danny Voweii/Staff

Students pass time between classes studying and reading
their books in ttie breezeway at Faculty Hall. Many pre·

131(3 APPLt

CAft

Serving Mexican
food and Deli
Sandwiches

pare for their next class during this time or just try to
unwind from their previous class.

''Broke My Chain!''

Walll~rP ~
9

No Problem

-~~<bW

Broken chains, ring sizing or loose
stones ......

We have what you want for

See the Jewelry Repair Specialist

all of your
family pharmacy needs.
604 S. 12th St.
753-7688

J . .T. LEE, Jeweler
D1x1eland Center
759-1411

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear) TN
901-247-5798

Monday - Friday
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

"where your ideas tum to _qo/d'
iii:\,_..__

said he wants to clarify any misconceptions that people may have
concerning this pricing policy and
why it has been initiated.
Miller,
noting
increased
demand for play during tourist
season, said it is necessary to
institute a flat rate to help pay for
improvements to the course. He
pointed out that new cart paths
were recently installed at a cost of
over $200,000 and that a new
$500,000 watering system is soon
to follow.
"Anything the course makes in
profit goes back into the course,"
he said.
Miller also stresses that student rates do apply throughout
the week and after 3:30 p.m. on
weekends and that after tourist
season, the student rates will go
back into effect during all operat-•
ing hours.
Although the course is open to
students on weekends, Miller said
students should take advantage of
the cheaper weekday rates.
"We encourage students to play
during the week if they can so
they don't have to pay full price
and (because) the course isn't
as busy," he said.
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Chair bringS expertise from
East Carolina.University
BY jAKE BURGESS
AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

With the beginning of a new
school year, comes new names
to learn and unfamiliar faces to
recognize, for both students
and faculty.
The department of journalism and mass communications
is welcoming a new department head to replace Robert
McGaughey III, who served the
department for 23 years.
Dr. Jeanne Scafella took over
as chair of the department on
Aug. 1. She comes to Murray
State from East Carolina State
University where she had
served as since 1983.
Scafella says she was drawn
to Murray State by the accredited program and the size of

the department.
"'When I came to Murray to
interview I saw a completely
different situation from the
program at East Carolina University," she said. "The journalism program was very progressive.
"Even though it was a smaller school, the program was
larger than the one I was
involved in at East Carolina
University," she said.
Scafella's field experience
includes working as: a newspaper editor, ~ news writer for
University News Service in
public television and a public
information officer for a regional mental health center.
She later went back to school
to earn her doctorate in higher

education administration. Her
studies culminated with a law
degree from West Virginia Univel'Sity in 1993.
"I have always loved law,"
she said. "I took the mass
media law courses in undergraduate school and got
hooked."
One of Scafella's first duties
as chair has been to prepare for
the reaccreditation of the journalism program in October.
Scafella continues to work
closely with McGaughey, who
remains in the department as a
part-time professor.
"It has been a very warm
reception," she says. "The students have been very kind and
the faculty and administration
have been very welcoming."

Seth Dixon/Photo Editor

Jeanne Scafella, JMC Department head, started her fob on Aug. I. She has been teaching college
since 1983.

Composers to perform on · campus on Sept. 14 ·
14 at 2 p.m. in the Performing
Arts Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts
The Kentucky premiere of Building. Black was working as
"Songs of Love, Songs of Death" the soloist for the Terre Haute
Symphony when he was given a
will be presented by Randall copy of these songs ·by David
Black and Marie Taylor on Sept. Watkins, composer.
STAFF REPORT

According to Black, at that
time Watkins explained the
song cycle represented the realization of a lifelong ambition.
He conceived this work based on
poems that illustrated various
types and stages of Jove in the

Beware Of The Dangled Carrot...

.
0

;

•I

That ruse is what kept the old mute
pulling the cart... and It occasionally
shows up today In advertising
lhat sounds too good to be true.

Black and Taylor will also tiona} pieces again in November
perform a cycle of biblically as part of the Salem College
based songs by English compos- Artist Series in Winston/Salem,
N.C.
er Gerald Finiz.
The two have performed
The recital is open to the pubt ogether frequently and will
present this recital with addi- lic and free of charge.

present and pal.>t, Black said.
While on sabbatical from Indiana State University, Walkins,
composed "Halcyon Summer,»
"Ritual," "Exti nct," "Day in
October," "By my side" and "The
Farmer's Fiddle."

Parking

AlPha Sii!ma AIPh
Annual Softball Saturday

Visit Us.
Qh Simply AMatter Of Trust!)

4:45p.m.
Cum

SePt. 20
Reilister Now!

•

Charue·s Sai&-T ~~~
Discount Pharmacyt
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

First: Baptist: Church
Welco111e!i ·M!iU !it:udent:!i
This coming Sunday is Welcome Students Day:
-Breakfast before Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
-Lunch after worship.

The University Ministry Department offers:
-A place to belong
• Genuine friendship in Christ.
• Ski t rips, white water rafting.
• Many other activities.

-A place to grow
• Bible Study.
• Worship with inspiration and relevance.
• Develop faith that warms your heart and mind.

-A place tor you
·If you need a friend, if you need help call us.

First Baptist·Church.
Caring People, Sharing Hope.
Terry Ellis, Pastor
Boyd Smith, Minister to Students
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Professors bring Internet to classrooms
On Murray State's campus,
things are no different. Upon walking into the Curris Center computer lab or any of the computer labs
located around campus, it is easy
to see that students are taking full
advantage
of e-mail and Internet
BY BRIAN HENSON
access on campus.
STAFf WRITER
However, students aren't the
only
ones making use of cyber-comIn today's age of high-tech elecmunication.
Faculty are also heavtronic equipment and the notion of
ily
involved
in
using the computers
the "paperless office," many people
on
campus,
but
not only for simple
and businesses choose to communiperson-to-person
communication
cate via computers rather than
and
"net-surfing."
Several memwith more traditional telephone
bers
of
the
faculty
are
now using eand face-to-face conversations.

•Internet: Many professors are
using the Internet to get students
used to the idea of using them it
today's high- tech world.

mail and Internet in teaching their positive. By employing this system
courses.
of teaching, Wall said she hopes to
One journalism and mass com- "give students practical experience
munication instructor, Celia Wall, that they are going to use on their
said she began getting students jobs."
involved in using e-mail in the
Another journalism and mass
spring of 1995 in order to get them communication professor who has
used to the concept of using a com- taken advantage of tlie computer
puter as a way of person-to-person services available on campus is
communication.
John Dillon.
'"Up until that point, MSU wasn't
Dillon not only utilizes e-mail but
encouraging e-mail use,'' she said. also the Internet in teaching his
Wall also said that despite some classes. Dillon has gone so far as to
frustration from a few students assign homework located on a web
who aren't well-versed in e-mail site which he has incorporated
usage, the response has been very specifically fol' the class.

Dillon said he will be having
individuals in one of his courses
type an assignment on this web
site and e-mail it to him for grad- .
ing and critiquing.
"You could say it's a paperless
writing assignment," he said.
An obvious advantage for students when faculty decide to take
the "computer route" in the classroom is that it provides a different
approach to learning than most
people have grown up with.
Also, as Wall said, "It's one more ·
avenue of access to faculty (for students)."

I

Welcome t:o t:he NetN Mernber!i of !ipringer-Franklin College
*College meetings: Tuesday nights at 9:10 p.m.
*Dine together on Tuesday nights at 5:30 p.m.
In the North End of Winslow
*Commuters, Faculty, and Staff Welcome!
*Election of officers for 1997-98: Thursday, Sept. 1 1
(~Poll~ in Springer 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
•Polls in Franklin 12 p.m. to '4 p.m.
c~Vote in either building at set hours

Congratulations to SpringerFranklin for being All Sports
Residential College Champs!

Conuatulations to our
Fall 0' Leaders:
Brandon Kirkham, Aimee Berliner, Deena
Robertson, Maria Renteria, Courtney Douglas,
Darren Bell, Vanessa Capps, Jamie Sheeley,
Elana Karnegy, Larry Wurth

..,
Congratulations to Sigma Eta's
(Springer-Franklin Honor Society) new members;
Aimee Berliner, Laura Bohanon, Christie Collins, Matt
Dobson, Courtney Douglas, Kelli Gibson, Heather
Hawkins, David Holman, Teresa Levesque, Meredith
Maior, Janet Mazzochi, Molly Pettit, Deena Robertson,
Tara Shelby, Kim Sutton, Jane Hall

C ongr a tUfati oris!Dr. Ginny Richerson--Max Carman Award
Dr. James Rudolph--Regents Award
Dr. Janet Brewer--Regents Award

cc©rro~IrcruttMllcruten©JID~ tt«»

.

Congratulation•
Student
Ambawwador!i;
Ain~ee

Berliner,
Deena Robertson,
and !ihawn !i01ee

Welcome to our Resident
Directors:
Jill Younts
TonY Johnson

Coneratulations
to the 1991
Senior Man &
Woman:
Reuel ShePhard
Meredith Major
President:
Laura Bohanon
Athletic Directors:
Wendy Phillips &
Josh Florea

.~ • •

~JJ» iiillTil~®11'.. rr1rCIDITil~llnlril
6
~<n!A ©Jfffrncc~rr~ ff©Ir ~1' c:. ~ ~~g

Todd Earwood - President
Shawn Smee - Vice President
Chris Dehart - Treasurer
Brandon Kirkham - Comm. Chair

.

Congratulations to our NRHH
Officers & Members:
Aimee Berliner--President
Wendy Phillips
Janet Mazzochi
Jenny Hengehold

We look forward to working with our Resident Advisors: Valerie Elliott, Larissa Shoemaker, Janet Mazzochi,
Sabrina Bouknight, Faireca Bates, Marianne Smith, Jessica Edging, Kristal Stallion, Mike Evans, Robert
Conner, Jeremy Buchanan, Daniel Hargrove, Keith Isbell, Clay Brummal, Jenny Hengehold, and Tiffany
Berrow. Thanks to last years officers: Aimee Berliner, Brian Thornton,.Jenny Hengehold, Wen~y Phillips,
Len Cooper, and Darren Bell. Thanks to the faculty and staff for your support last year. We look· forward to
another successful year with your help.
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is feelin' Hot...Hot...Hot!
Help us have a great year, volunteer at The News.
'

New-s

lOA
president.
"All new Greek organization
members and current actives
attend a risk management
seminar each semester. This
fall the seminar will be held
Tuesday, Sept. 23. and topics
such as alcohol abuse and hazing are standard. Also, many
fraternities incorporate risk
management into their programs."
Wilson is also president of
the Student Leadership Development Board that sponsors
the risk management seminars each semester.
Leigh Mahoney, Panhellenic
president, could not be
reached for comment.
Fraternities, sororities and
Housing are not the only ones
concerned about irresponsible
drinking.
"Student Health Services
offers programs on responsible
alcohol use as requested," said
Judy Lyle, certified college

health nurse and health educator for the University. "As
educators we can only do so
much, but the responsibility
for decision making ultimately
lies with the student."
PUblic Safety also participates in disseminating information and participating in
various programs offered campus-wide, said Capt. Tommy
Phillips.
David Hart, occupational
safety and health graduate
student and risk management
officer for Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity, said the social
aspect of alcohol must be
addressed.
"We need to resolve problems early with controls, but
no one is perfect," he said.
"Encouragement to attend and
h old "dry" social events helps
deemphasize the importance
some students place on alcohol
consumption and puts the
emphasis on the person."

we're finding out that there are
positives and negatives to the
Continued from Page lA
situation," Earwood said. "You
"(With the first phonebook), can't please everybody, but
it's not really the students' we're trying to do what is best
faults for not getting informa- for the whole campus.
"We'll make the proper cortion in by the deadline or SGA's
for putting the phonebook out rections, and if people will corearly," Smith said. "We are, rect their addresses with the
though, encouraging students University, they will be correct
to fill out address change forms in the supplement."
Morgan said the departmenas soon as possible for this
tal information in the front of
phonebook."
Earwood said SGA and the the phonebook is mostly accuAdmissions and Registrar's rate beCause the majority of it
Office are tryi!lg to make the had not changed from last year.
best out of an unusual situa- She said that the reason SGA
decided to go ahead and put out
tion.
a
phonebook this early - even
"It's an experiment, and

one that needs corrections - is
because they felt it was more
important for students - especially first-year students - to
have the correct departmental
and faculty listings. She also
said that until the new student
phonebooks are available, students may call the campus
operator by dialing zero, or
they may call housing or public
safety to obtain a number.

DRINKING
Continued from Page lA

problems," McMahon said.
"Party Pursuit, a role-playing
game, is what we have used
very effectively , to help train
the RA's.
"Each person is assigned a
role, such as wallflower, an
angry drinker, a person on
medication who cannot drink
or a designated driver. By acting out each role, the RAs
learn how alcohol can affect
each person and the importance of drinking responsibly."
Greeks also make an effort
to make members aware of the
dangers of alcohol, especially
the dangers of forced or
coerced drinking.
"I nterfraternity Council's
national standards make hazing illegal and encourages all
Greek organizations to teach
some form of risk management," said Jeff Wilson, IFC
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that I can't eat at Winslow if
the T-Room is open."
Continued from Page lA
Greg Taylor, a sophomore
Puryear, Tenn., is also
from
that they want their old Fast
displeased.
Track back.
"You come to a school and
"Its horrible," said Matt
you
pay money for food serMichaud, a junior from
vices
such as Fast Track and
Louisville. "You lose from your
Winslow.
When you come back
selection and the quality of
as
a
sophomore,
junior, or
foods. Hostess, for example, is
senior,
you
expect
the
food sergone.
vice
to
get
better,
not
worse.
If
"We pay the school a certain
any
changes
where
made,
they
amount of money each year. I
expect to buy the best quality should have been better, not
worse," said Taylor.
of food."
Benriter heard some of these
Another student concerned
with the changes is Wade Sep- comments and had this to say
ple, a junior from Dover, Tenn. in response:
"It looks like [Food Service)
. "fm sorry they were disapis keeping the change and leav- pointed. We are trying to do
ing students with nothing," he some things to make it better.
said. "I. also don't like the fact The last thing I want to do is

FAST TRACK

make my job any more difficult
from anyone else's. We are
through taking away and will
be adding a few things back as
the year goes on.n
Benriter added that if any
students had suggestions for
things they want at Fast Track·
they should give them to the
workers or drop them by the
Food Services office located on
the third floor of the Curris
Center.
Benriter said another possible change will be to allow all
students living in Regents and
White Hall to eat at the T-room
on their board plan. This decision will be made based on the
number of students that will
eat at the T-Room if those students are allowed to do so.

POT'OGOLD
Variety & Pawn
Uncle Jeff Shoppinl Ccntu

PHONE BOOKS

t308.S 121h Sueet (Hwy 641)
Murray. Kenwclty
(502) 767-9113

"We're doing the very best
we can,.to better serve the students," Morgan said. "SGA
thought it would be more beneficial for students to have the
phonebook right away."

·-·
LifeHouse
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Portable CD Player

Sony or RCA
9 .88
CASH?? We make loans on almost
BEST RATES IN TOWNI!I

An1thi1ruw'

Care Center for Women

©Free pregnancy tests
© Information about abortion, adoption & parenting
© Abstinence information & support
©Post-abortion support group
© Emotional support & guidance

All services free of chorge & confidentiol.
pleose col/ for on appointment.

75~-0700

1506 chestnut Street
(Across from the I&T building)
•·!l!rDIII•ill"J~·~r' c
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Sunday - Thursday
10 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Friday - Saturday
10 a.m.- 12 a.m.

EVERYDAY

3 MoVIES ONLY $7.50
KEEP FOR 2 DAYS
OLDER MOVIES

$.99

Everyday
VIDEO SUPER STORE
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Thank You
The Murray State News
is looking for a few good

on

volunteers for:

I

@

*Photography
*Reporting
*Advertising

~

Beea
7,000 p

more than
board was
recycled.

For more information how to recycle, please call
the recycling line 762-3183.

It's the 7oth year for

Tile·Newsrrr
,.

will be an informational meeting on Tuesday,
Sept. 9 at 4p.m. in
Rm. 213 of Wilson Hall.
All are invited to come and
see what The News
has to offer.
t/P ...t/P

Colle
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OnG'an1pus
Center seeks
volunteers
The Campus Volunteer
Center is searching for
volunteers among MSU
faculty, students and staff.
For information call the
American Humanics office
at 6117 or 3808.

Reeves attends
sem inar

PLACE

-. -'to c~~~--

.

Kate Reeves, director of
the Wrather West Kentucky Museum, was selected to attend the first-ever
Kentucky Intensive Museum Management Seminar
held in July at Bowling
Green.

Kelle r earns
recognition
Randal Keller, assistant in
the department of Occupational Safety and Health,
was selected for inclusion
in the 4th edition of Who's
Who in Science and Engineering and in the 52nd
edition of Marquis Who's
Who in America.

Choral Union
begins rehearsals
AJl area singers are invited to attend the first
rehearsal of the MSU
Choral Union for the
1997-98 season. The choir
will begin rehearsals Monday, Sept. 8 at 7 p.m. in
room 314 of the PriceDoyle Fine Arts Building.
For more information, call
the MSU music department at 4288.

LeBlanc to perform
A solo piano recital featuring Denine LeBlanc
from the University of
Louisville School of Music
will be held Sunday, Sept. 7
at 3 p.m. in the Performing
Arts Hall of the PriceDoyle Fine Arts ~uilding.
Admission is free. Contact
Stephen Brown at 6333
for more information.

Be nefit
t ourname nt set
A co-ed softball tournament is set for Oct. 4 at
the Stuart-Nelson Ball
Fields in Paducah. Proceeds benefit "Children's
Organ Transplant Association for Kenny." For more
Information, call Kenny at
(502) 488-2304.

.

Professor visits
campus

Danny Voweli/Staff

Brooke Rawlins. junior from Hopkinsville. found that adding shelves to her room in Hester College
gave her a lot more storage space.

Making your place your place
BY SARAH WIGHT
COUEGE liFE EDITOR

So, you're finally out of your parent's
house and on your own. Your only
problem is that your new place doesn't
really look or feel like home.
Trying to decorate a dorm room, an
apartment or a house can be a challenge for students.
Tips for Dorm Room Decorating
The cold tile floors and blue and
beige cement walls of Murray State's
residential college rooms don't easily
lend themselves to a warm, cozy
atmosphere. However, there are a few
things students can do to make the
cramped, little room that has to serve
as a bedroom, living room, dining room
• and study a little more livable.
"Color, fablic, prirus or carpet giv~ a
more' residential setting and is less like
an institution," said Shannon Chambers, manager of Color Bazaar Decorating. "It softens the sharp look."
For those who are willing to put a
few hours of work into the decorating
of their rooms, Chambers suggested
painting as a primary decorating tool
She advises that students use colors
they like, however, she said lighter,
brighter colors that are cleaner and
closer to primary colors are best.
"They intensify the light and make
the room look happier and larger,"
Chambers said.
Allison Young, sophomore from Clear
Springs, said the few hours she spent
painting her room in Hester Residential College were well worth it.
"It cheers up the room so much," she
said. "The rooms arc so little and so
drab; it makes it easier to live in
them."
Wallpaper borders can also improve
the appearance of drab cement walls,
with less effort than painting. The borders can be bought with paste already
on them and will need only to be dampened to apply. These borders can be

was doing. It's not a fun way to wake
up."
As an alternative to bunk beds,
Chambers suggests shelving along the
edge of the wall or hanging nets from
the ceiling to utilize more space.
"Utilize as much of the wall space
and height of the room as possible," she
s8.id.
Chambers said the most important
factor in improving the look and atmosphere of your room is to personalize it.
There are several ways to do this,

pulled from the walls at the end of the
year to avoid fines.
Chambers said that students who
don't want to spend much money on
redecorating can probably find cheap
rolls of wallpaper that have been discontinued or overstocked at paint and
wallpaper stores.
For those who don't want to deal
with the hassle of painting or putting
up wallpaper, bright colored prints can
go a long way to lessen the cave-like
atmosphere.

Danny Vowefi/Staff

Tyler Thomas, sophomore from St. Louis, and his roomate made room for a
couch and entertainment center in their room by using bunk beds.

Posters that a'r e framed or matted do
a lot to soften the sharp edges of dorm
rooms, Chambers said.
Since floor space is limited, finding
ways to increase your space is a priority when decorating.
Many students have found that bunk
beds add space to rooms. However, this
is not a perfect solution for everyone.
"'t always scared me a little having
bunk beds," said Amy Risley, senior
from Springfield 111. "I had the top
bunk and sometimes when the phone
rang in the middle of the night I would
reach for it without realizing what I

including putting up murals of photos
or magazine cutouts and framed photos
from home. Also, putting glow in the
dark stars on the ceiling or using glow
in the dark glitter or pn:int can help
·
brighten the room.
Tips for apartment decoration
Trying to decorate an apartment or
house often presents even more difficulties than a dorm room.
Linda Burris, designer and consultant for Terry's Decorating, Inc., said it
is important to plan before you begin
your shopping.
·
Consider what you feel comfortable

surrounding yourself with - sentimental items, clean-lined items. ornate
items or contemporary looks, she said.
Also, consider your color choices. Neutrals are good for a classic, practical
look, while bright colors are suitable
for a fun, outgoing look, and pastels
create a calm mood.
"Be creative, the living area you create for yourself should reflect your own
unique personality and lifestyle," Burris said. "Make it your special place
you can call home."
Trying to decorate and furnish on a
college budget is usually the biggest
challenge faced by most students moving into their first place.
Burris said the key to overcoming
this is planning, budgeting, and
resourcefu1ness.
"Determine what you wilt ne~d and '
comparison shop,n she said. "'f possible, use items you already have or have
been given."
For those who are not lucky enough
to get hand-me-down furniture, spending a Saturday morning garage-sale
shopping or going to thiift stores can
be very rewarding when hunting for
cheap furniture.
Bargain furniture may be a good
option, even if the pen green and brown
print that your mom swears was at the
height of fashion in the 1970s is not
exactly the look you wanted. Furniture
can easily be disguised with a sheet or
furniture cover.
Designers warn not to forget about
the little details. Accessories such as
throw pillows, area rugs, mirrors,
which work well as space brighteners,
along with good lighting is very important in pulling off the look you want.
A little effort can do a lot to make
your place more habitable, but don't
forget to check 'with your residential
college or teaser before beginning any
work.

Top Right: Holly Horn. junior. from Mattoon 111 .• chose to do the bedroom In her townhouse on
Main Street in light, clean colors to make the room look larger and to give it a relaxed atmosphere.
Bottom Right: Jill lowes, sophomore from Jackson Mo., and Angela Ishmael, sophomore from
Georgetown, were able to change an old couch to the color and look they wanted for their Hester
College room by using a sheet and throw blanket.
Bottom Left Stephanie Story. junior from Mayfield. and Kim Wilbur, senior from )ienderson,
Nev., used photos, plants, candles and bright prints to give their Southwood townhouse a homey
atmosphere.

Alan Hickrod, professor
emeritus of Illinois State
University, visited campus
on Aug. 21 to discuss with
Kern Alexander the transfer of the Center of Law
and Education from JSU to
MSU.

Clean-up
volunt eers so ught
Anyone interested in
participating in the annual
Public Lands Day Shoreline
Clean-Up on Sept. 13 from
8 a.m. to 12 p.m. should
call Land Between The
Lakes at (800) +45-5897.
compiled by: Denise Higgins,

Assistant College Life Editor
Danny Vowel/Staff

Chns Weatherly/Senior Photographer
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Gram Parsons shines; Oasis same
Gram Parsons
MusicRez 1ieu 'S
GP/Grievous Angel and
Gram Parsons and the C.D. BRADLEY
Fallen Angels
Grievous Angel, two albums on a
single CD, have reintroduced his
Live 1979

work to a new generation, and
Gram Parsons is one of those what magnificent work it is.
Another accomplishments was
performers who the public never
the
introduction of a young
really embraces for whatever
singer/songwriter
named Emmyreason. He never sold a lot of
lou
Harris,
and
their
duets are
albums, and he was never a big
amazing.
Their
version
of "Love
radio star.
Hurts"
on
Live
1973
was
nomiBut his work with the 'Byrds,
nated
for
two
Grammys,
but
the
the Flying Burrito Brothers and
version
on
Angel
is
stronger.
It
is
solo influenced his fellow musialmost
enough
to
bring
a
tear
to
cians greatly, among them the
Rolling Stones, the Eagles, Tom the eye; you can tell they mean
Petty .and Elvis Costello. His it, and all the pain is there to
work is probably the single behold.
"$1000 Wedding,• also on
biggest touchstone for the modAngel,
is one of the best written
em alt-country movement. Critsongs
ever.
Every song is a gem.
ics loved his work.
The
albums
show both Parsons
Perhaps he has finally been
writing
ability
and also his good
given a chance to shine. The
taste
in
covering
other's songs
recent release of Live 1973, along
arid
making
them
his
own.
with his solo albums GP and

,...

'
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Live 1973 has the sound of a that, but not as well as their last
band sitting on the back porch, album did. There is nothing here
but what a band! So loose, yet so which approches the perfection
tight, so laid back but so focused. of "Wonderwall," one of the best
The album is nothing short of singles of the last few years.
magnificent.
"D'You Know What I Mean?,"
Gram Parsons was a hippie the album's first single, and
Hank Williams, Sr., and Emmy- "Magic Pie" stand out, but there
lou sang like an worldweary isn't anything really new here.
angel. In short, go buy these Not bad, but not as good as last
albums now, and thank me later. time, either.
GP/Grievoru Angel: A+, Live Be Here Now: B1973:A
Top Five COs of the week
I. Muter P • Ghefto D
VarioUs Ardtlt:t • Soutltwut

Oasis
Be Here Now

~

Oasis has never tried to hide
the fact they idolize every 60s
British Invasion band, The Beatlea especially. In fact, a popular
game is to try to find the Beatie
riff on their albums (Try track 6).
What makes them more than a
tribute band is their ability to
take those influences and add to
them. This album accomplishes

ltklets
3. (tie) Fleet:wood Mu • The
Danee
3. (tie) 0 ..... 8e Here Now
5. ProdiiJ • ftlt of lhe Land

Top Country CD
I. Trltha Yearwood· Son1boolc
Series I~ ~by Terroflitl
St.cirion.

..,

WeekAbead
Friday, Sept. 5
•Shield Pictures: Undergraduate pictures will be taken on the third
floor of the Curris Center, 8 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
•Campus Organizational Leadership Development Retreat: Curris Center

Saturday, Sept. 6
-campus Organizational Leadership Development Retreat: Curris Center
•Bible Study: Lake-Land Apostolic Church, fellowship hall, 7 p.m.

Sunday, Sept. 7 .
-concert: Denine LeBlanc, pianist, Performing Arts Hall, Fine Arts
Center, 3:30 p.m.
-GMAT Prep Course Begins: 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Six weeks long,
with 20 in-class hours of instruction
•Welcoming Dinner: Lutheran Student Fellowship Welcoming Dinner at Immanuel Lutheran Church
•Bible Study: Murray Christian Fellowship Campus House, 7 p.m.

Monday, Sept. 8
•Ask-a-Nurse: 11 :30 a.m. to 1 p.m., Curris Center, Rocking Chair
Lounge
•Meeting: Informational meeting for juniors and seniors, 3 p.m. in
the Curris Center Theater and 9 p.m. in the Barkley Room, third
floor, Curris Center. Sponsored by Career Services
•Shield Pictures: Senior pictures taken by appointment
•Nominations Due: Regents College positions include two representatives, historian and commuter positions

By Gabe Martin
Tuesday, Sept. 9

Ugh, my dogs are
killing me! 1shouldve
taken a taxi!

•Shield Pictures: Senior pictures taken by appointment at the Curris Center
•Orientations to Teacher Education: 3 to 4 p.m.

Wednesday, Sept. 10
•Computer Classes: Internet Basics, 2 to 3:30 p.m. and Internet
Research, 4:30 to 6 p.m.
•Shield Pictures: Senior pictures taken by appointment at the Curris Center
•Orientations to Teacher Education: 3 to 4 p.m.
•Worship: Murray Christian Fellowship Campus House, 7 p.m.
•Speaker:Nashid Fakhrid, dean from UK Community College System, speaking on relationships, free admission, Barkley Room, third
floor of the Curris Center, 7 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 11
-Meeting: Student Law Association organizational meeting, Ohio
Room, third floor of the Curris Center, 3:30 p.m.
•Regents College Elections: at Regents College
•Shield Pictures: Senior pictures by appointment
•Meeting: MSU Quick Recall Academic Team organizational meeting, Ohio Room, third floor of the Curris Center, 5 p.m.
•Meeting: Racer Martial Arts Club, Martial Arts America, 7:30 p.m.
•TNT Creative Worship: Baptist Student Union, 6 p.m.

Unfortunately for Dave, the police dogs had only
a very limited vocabulary.

•r just vant to knov vhat I

should vear

Friday night."

The Centra Housing Staff,
idence Directors and College Heads
would like to thank all of the

Resident Advisors (RAs) _
Faireca Bates
Tiffany Berrow
Natalie Boldrick
Sabrina Bouknight
Clay Brummal
Jeremy Buchanan
Charles Buntyn
Suzie Cardiff
Andrew Carlsen
Dan Cecil
Robert Conner
Kyla Cn1m
Kris Durfee
Chandy Duncan
Terry Dtmcan
Kyle Eckart
Jessica Edging
Valerie Elliott
Michael Evans
Jymelia Ervin

r
\

who worked so hard during
workshop and fall opening.

You've done a great job!

Thank You!
Marcie Fatheree
Carrie Frai11ey
Michael Gilkey
Angela Gregson
Karie Greider
Misty Hale
Daniel Hargrove
Troy Hartman
Jennifer Hengehold
Keith Isbell
Greg Jackson
Heather Jenkins
Anthony Jett
Melanie Jones
Viktor Kerney
Natalie Lacey
Brad Leath
Bryce Levanti
Chad Lewis

Sam Logan
Marissa Majors
Scott Mastenbrook
Janet Mazzochi
Paul Melton
Jennie Mendenhall
Aerie Meredith
Lisa Moore
Andrew Morzillo
Shannon Mumbower
Jessica Neamon
Dwayne Oxley
Paul Pitney
Kelly Poole
Angela Rawlings
Chris Rissler
Kip Roberts
Bill Robison
Jus tin Rouse
Suzanne Schoen
•

Larissa Slioemaker
Marianne Smith
Steven Spadafino
Krista! Stallion
Wendy Stewart
James Stiles
Scott Stone
Kristina Sturm
Robert Superchi
Melissa Sutton
Tiffany Weingartner
Marty Werdebaugh
Conda Whitaker
Jennifer Wise
Julie Woodrome
Jody Yonts
Jung-Ah Yu
Dana Zielinski·

.,
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of e~itement
Sorority 1(usfi ends wee~nd of anf\iety as
6icf.s are passea out in tfie
Qjtad on rruesday.

Above: Excited rushees hug
their new sisters as they are welcomed Into a sorority.
Left: Full of nervous anticipation, rushees wait to receive
their sorority bids on the steps
of Lovett Auditorium.

1

Right: Kelly Connor, freshman
from ,Paducah, takes the envelope containing her sorority bid
from her Rho Chi, Alpha Delta
Pi's Amy Simpson, as other
rushees in her group wait for
their bids.

The college of E
socia
is seeking nominations for its t 997

"Outstanding Alumni Service Award"
Please send a letter of support with rationale for making your nomination
(include additional background information pertinent to nomination)
and the following nominee information:

*Name
*Address
*Telephone Number(s)
*Current Position
Also include your name, address, and telephone number.
You will be contacted by the committee if more
information is needed.

Submit nomination by Sept. 15 to:

Nomination committee
college of Education Alumni Association
ray state university
P.O. BOX 9

Murray, KY 4207 t
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County initiates program for sober driving Campus employntent
BY D ENISE HIGGINS
ASSISTANT (Oll£C£ LIFE EDITOR

When you exited the Purchase Parkway
onto Highway 641 you thought nothing
about the last 17 miles of road leading
you back to school. Same scenery all
around you, or so you thought.
Driving along at your usual speed, you
look up at one of the speed limit signs,
wishing they would raise the speed limit
to 65 m.p.h., and you notice something
different.
The speed limit, unfortunately, remains
the same. The changes in the scenery are
signs posted along the highway which
read, "641 Safe and Sober''
The signs represent Calloway County's
participation in a national campaign to

promote safe driving over the Labor Day
weekend, said Sam Steger, an officer with
the Murray Police Department.
Labor Day weekend is a time of year
when millions of Americans take to the
highways. The signs were posted Aug. 16
from county line to county line reminding
drivers to show caution during the holiday weekend, Steger said.
Most of the signs were posted along 641
with the hopes of reminding people on
their way to and from Paducah and Paris,
Tenn., that drunk driving is illegal, he
added.
Some signs were also posted along
Highway 94 East on the way to the lakes,
another busy place during the holidays.
This is the first year Calloway County has
participated in such a campaign.

"I hope it made a difference," Steger
said. "I hope it opened a few eyes and
reminded you that police arc serious
about not drinking and driving."
Next year there are plans to expand the
campaign to include more signs throughout the county and extend it to other holidays such as the Fourth of July.
Steger noted that Murray Police
Department will hopefully have a drive
safe and sober campaign set up next week
which will continue throughout the
month.
As part of the campaign, the police
department is also planning to place a
speed board on 12th street to promote
safe driving. The board will digitally display each vehicle's speed as it passes.

Grant money gives students a historic view of area
Bv SHELLEY

STREET

STAFF WRITER

Members of the Forrest C.
Pogue Public History Institute
have been spending their time
roaming Hickman County
backroads.
No, a carload of them didn't
take a wrong turn heading
into town one night. However,
since the institute received a
$15,000 grant from the Ken·
tucky Heritage Council to sur·
vey historic structures in Hickman County, members J'lave

been spending a lot of time
behind the wheel. ·
The study by the Institute is
part of a statewide effort to
inventory historically significant structures. The inventory
can then be used to assist with
planning and the investment
tax credit program available
through the federal government.
As defined by the National

Historic Preservation Act of
1966, a structure is considered
historically significant if it is

more than 50 years old.

survey data base.

"The idea is to get a sense or
to get control of the universe
that you're dealing with and to
not deal with each structure
on a case by case basis," said
William H. Mulligan Jr., director ofthe Institute.

Some sites Institute members have visited include the
former Marvin College, a fouryear college in Clinton and
Columbus-Belmont State
Park, where buildings build by
the Civilian Conservation
Corps in the 1930s were surveyed.

Mulligan said he and two
graduate students would probably examine about 1,000
structures before the survey is
completed in May. Age, size,
building material, and condi·
tion will then be entered into a

~~welcome

Welcome Back Msu students

100/o OFF WITH MSU J.D.
SPORTS NUTRITION
DESIGNER PROTEIN
301 N. 12TH ST.

DIETS
HERBS
VITAMINS
EAS

Future plans of the Institute
may include a project at Camp
Beauregard in Graves County
or historic structure surveys of
other counties.

available to students
B Y BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAFF WRJTD

Everyone knows that college costs money, but what
many people do not realize is
that all the really cool fun
things cost even more.
Movies, CO's. pizza. ...these
things all cost money. And,
unless a student is lucky
enough to have his or her
parents send money every
week, a job is a necessity.
However, incoming stu·
dents are in luck because
there are several jobs available on campus.
,.1 think that there are
many advantages to working
on campus," Jan Kind, associate director of student
employment, said.
"Students can fmd jobs
within their majors and it fits
in their class schedule better ," she said. "And, with it
being right on campus they
can get an hour or two of
work in between classes...
Students are either eligible
for the Federal Work Study
PfOgram or the University
Student Employment program.
The Federal Work Study
p~am is funded by the gov-

Back Students"

Hair Studio
753-3688
Monday - Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

ernment and is based on the
financial need of the student.
The student employment
office decides how many of
these jobs are available out
every year.
The University Student
Employment program is
funded completely by the
University. Each department
or area allots money from its
budget to hire the number of
students it needs.
In both programs the students are paid minimum
wage and work 12 hours a
week.
A list of telephone numbers
for departments seeking student employees is available in
the financial aid office.
Kind recommended investigating these employment possibilities.
"The best thing a studen t
can do is go and look for. a job ·
in every areas as they are
j nterested in,• she -eaid.
Students eligible for the
federal program are also
encouraged to ftll out a form
for the University program.
"SOmetimes the different
departments come over and
look over who they think
might be eligible for jobs,"
Kind said.

C Stables
Larry Cunningham Proprtetor

.
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Discounted),MSU
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753-6950 I 753-7702

New-! Lunch and Dinner
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Buffet
11 a .m . • 2 p.m. Daily
5 p.m. • 9 p.m. Nightly

~
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•

·Free Refi lls·
(Milk 8 Hot Chocolate excluded)

.,

Special Introductory
Buffet Price

Lunch $4.49
Dinner $5.49
,
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New RCA president benefited from early activity involvement
BY D ENISE HIGGINS
ASSISTANT COLLEGE ltFE EDtTOJt

As freshman start a new life at college away
from home, it sometimes seems hard to juggle
meeting new people with homework, classes and
other extracurricular activities.
But for Jason Sykes, new president of the Residential College Association, getting involved as
a freshman gave him the opportunity to meet
new people and experience a variety of things.
Sykes, a junior from Paducah, became
involved as treasurer of Hart's residential hall
council. That year, he was recommend at attend
a Kentucky Affiliation of College and Univer sity
Residence Hall conference, where students from
colleges and universities throughout the country

gather to share ideas with one another in an
effort to improve the quality of the residential
system.
Last year, Sykes was elected vice president of
Hart College and was extensively involved with
the organizing efforts of the Residential College
Councils. He enjoyed his experiences on the residential councils and ran for president of RCA for
the 1997-98 year.
As president, Sykes hopes to do many different
things to benefit both residents and commuters
of the residential colleges.
He considers his experiences with RCA educational. "It's been a learning experience," Sykes
said. "'t's a good way to meet new people. Overall, it's been a beneficial experience. I learned
how to work with others. I also learned a lot

jaso n Sykes,
1997-98 RCA
president,
has be nefited
fro m his
e xperiences
thro ugh his
involvement
in various
a ctivities.

about the University.¥
Sykes' decision to run for the same position
again will be determined by his experience with
he post this year, particularly the time the position requires.
With all of his involvement with other organizations on campus, time management has
become the key to his success as a student. He
has arranged all of his classes in the morinings
to frees up his afternoons for other activities.
AB this year starts to really take off, Sykes has
many plans and hopes for the residential colleges. He encourages all students to voice their
opinions at the Residential Hall Council and
RCA meetings. He said that in order to get anything done, you must become involved and let
people know what you think.

Danny Vowell

Staff

National Scouting Museum takes action to solve funding problems
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAFF WJttnR

In 1986, Murray State University
. and the Boy Scouts of America came
together to establish the National
Scouting Museum. However, nearly
11 years later, the museum for the
organization of preparedness may be
preparing to move.
During the last few years, the museum has faced a mounting financial

problem. Attendance has dwindled
and so have donations. The museum
has had to find other ways to help support t he operation. \
Though t he museum's board of
trustees and the University have a 40year agreement, the board has discussed moving the museum to another
location. No final decisions have been
made.
What the museum is planning to do,
however, is to undertake an aggres-

sive advertising campaign and, thus,
increase admissions.
The museum has arranged to have
Joe Bonsall of The Oak Ridge Boys cut
a 30-second public service announcement promoting the museum. The
announcement has been sent to television stations in seven states. The
museum has also created a collections
poster to be distributed to 330 Boy
Scout Councils nationwide.
"Our mission is to preserve the arti-

facts of the history of the Boy Scouts of
America," said Susan Hardin, director
ofthe museum.
f
Some of the exhibits in the museum
include: all of the original Norman
Rockwell paintings with Boy Scout
themes; Scouting in Hollywood which
includes film footage, posters and uni·
forms used in Hollywood productions;
two interactive theaters where the
viewer votes on the outcome of the
story; the Gateway Challenge Course,

which is an outside obstacle course;
and coming soon, a NASA exhibit
which will include a space capsule
that was designed by fifteen explorer
posts nationwide and has flown in
outer space.
It is a collection that Hardin said the
campus should know about.
"I feel that it is my challenge," she
said, "to make every student, starr and
faculty member aware of the national
treasure we have to offer...

The Net starts here

~N EW§I!rGIH!Tt
Produced by Murray Sate University's student newspaper

Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by 71Je Murray State News ia
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SportsBri~fs

Men's golf to tee
off season at SEMO
The MSU Racer men's
golf team will begin fall
competition at ,the Southeast Missouri Invitational
in Cape Girardeau, Mo. on
Sunday. The match will
continue through Tuesday.

Cross Country
runs to Memphis
For their first competition of the year, the MSU
cross country teams will
take part in the Plough
Park Invitational in Memphis, Tenn. today. the Racers are one of fourteen
other teams which will be
competing in this annual
event.

Crew team to work
football games
Members of the MSU
Crew team will be raising
funds for equipment and
travel expenses by working all of the Racers' home
football games. They will
work the consession
stands as well as provide
shuttle service to the stadium as well.

Crew team needs
ten new members
An informational meeting for anyone interested
in becoming a member of
the MSU crew will be held
on Sept. I 5 at 7:00 in the
Barkley room of the Curris Center. The meeting is
open to both men and
women of any classification.

Racers spike foes at Air Force
•Volleyball: Unsung players lead the Racers to three
consecutive wins in capturing the Air Force Academy
Volleyball Tournament at
Colorado Springs) Colo.

ment which features illinois
State, California and Tulsa.
Sarah Dearworth, interim
head coach, said the team
would love to have Brashers for
this week's competition but
knows the team is capable of
victory without her.
"We hope to have Chandra
back this weekend, and it is
BY jASON YATES
STAFF WRITER
important to her because we
are near her hometown," she
The Murray State volleyball said. "If she is not ready, we
team strutted into Colorado will be OK. Krista Shumard
Springs, Colo., for the Air Force and Rachel Kulp can play the
Academy Volleyball Tourna- position, but Chandra gives us
ment this past weekend with more options."
high expectations. When it was
MSU dropped only two
all said and done, the Lady games during the Air Force
Racers were limping home with tournament, both to the host
school, and displayed a wella trophy in hand.
During the team's first game balanced attack.
The Racers dropped Southof the tournament against the
University of Alabama, senior eastern Conference foe Alabaoutside hitter Chandra Brash- ma in straight games 15-13, 16ers suffered a p"ulled muscle in 14, 15-7. MSU had six players
her stomach, which sidelined who recorded at least five kills
her for the remainder of the during the contest.
competition. Despite the adverThe second match of the toursity, MSU was able to defeat nament proved to be the Lady
Alabama, Air Force and North- Racers toughest test as they
western State to claim their defeated Air Force 15-12, 1511. 7-15, 8-15, 16-14 in dracrown.
With Brashers' condition matic fashion. Sophomore outuncertain and
Stephanie side hitter Krista Shumard
Diebold still not at 100 percent sparked the offense with 21
following an off-season shoul- kills while senior outside hitter
der surgery, the Racers will Jill Kennedy anchored the
attempt to add another piece to defense with 20 digs.
their trophy case this weekend
MSU cruised in the fmal
at the Illinois State tourna- match of the tournament with

Fallen official
•
re.cover1ng
•Football: Referee L. V.
McGinty is awake and
alert after collapsing and
losing consciousness at
Stewart Stadium Aug. 28.
BY GREG STARK

I

SPORTS EDITOII

Rugby squads gear
up for competition
Both MSU men's and
women's rugby teams have
already started practice in
preparation for fall play.
Anyone interested in playing should contact Keith
Sydnorat 759-0203 or
Heather O'Neill at 7626606.

Spotlz~ght
Wilbert Smith,
Krista Shumard
Wilbert Smith and Krista
Shumard are in this week's
Racer Spotlight.
· Smith, .a 5'9" junior from
Panorama,Calif. scored the
lone touchdown in the
Racers' 13-0 victory over
Indiana State Friday.
Shumard, a sophomore
from Stewardson, Ill. gave
a team leading 34 kill performance in the MSU volleyball team captured the
title at the Air Force Academy Volleyball Tourney,
and was named to the alltournament team.

WKU-MSU football
The
first
meeting
between Western and
Murray State . took place
on Oct. 24, 1931 at Bowling Green, with the Hilltoppers winning 7-0.
Source: WKU Sporu Information
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L.V. McGinty is in satisfactory condition at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah after collapsing
on the field at Stewart Stadium
while officiating the game
between Murray State · and
Indiana State Aug. 28.
The referee collapsed on the
field midway through the first
quarter of the game. According
to a story in Saturdays Paducah Sun, Dr. Hal Houston, the
MSU football team's physician,
believed that if the Murray
ambulance crew had not have
been on the scene, he might not
have Slp"Vived.

McGinty's heart stopped for
about 10 to 15 seconds, according to Houston. A heart defibrillator was used on his heart
and it was restarted.
After being taken to Murray/Galloway County Hospital,
McGinty, a native of Paducah,
never regained consciousness,
and was transferred to Lourdes
Hospital.
In an interview Tuesday,
McGinty's brother, Don, said
·that the referee's condition was
much improved, though the
cause of McGinty's collapse
was unknown.
"He's very much in good
shape," said Don, a native of
Houston, Texas. "He's up and
able to eat."
McGinty was scheduled to
undergo an MRI Tuesday, but
weather problems permitted
him from undergoing the tests,
so the tests were rescheduled
for Wednesday.

a 15-5, 15-3, 15-12 thumping of
Northwestern State. Murray
held Northwestern to a meager
24 kills during the match.
Shumard and senior setter
Kristi Hoffman were placed on
the six member all-tournament
squad.
Dearworth credited her
team's defense and teamwork
as the major factors in their
success.
"We were scrappy and
. intense which helps our
defense," she said. "The thing
we did best was stay together
as a team. They were good at
picking each other up when
they made mistakes."
With a championship already
in tow, Hoffman. a four-year
starter, believes this team to be
by far the strongest team in her
tenure. She credits a newfound
enthusiasm to the team's success.
"We are showing real enthusiasm this year, not just enthusiasm to try to pick everyone
up," she said. "We have more
teamwork than we have ever
had before."
Though ecstatic about her
team's early success, Dearworth realizes there is a long
season ahead.
"We know that this weekend
is going to have stronger competition," she said. "3-0 is nice, ·
but we realize we still have 30
or so more matches to come."

Shumard reaps tourney honors
BY JASON YATES
STAFf

Wama

Injury problema are a part of s~ that virtually every team
is subjected to at some point in time during a &ea80IL Untortu·
nately, the Murray State voJleyball team baa received its dose
of injuries quicker than expected.
With two time all-OVC perfonner Stephanie Diebold slowed
by off-season shoulder surpry, the last thing the Lady Racers
needed was another if\iury. However. senior outside hitter
Chaildra Brashera suffered a tournament-ending ltoJDach
injury during the team's fir!lt game of the year a,gainlt tbe Uni·
versity of Alabama at the Air Force Academy Volleyball Tournament last weekend in Colorado Springs, Colo.
MSU could have eaaily wilted following Bruhera"s
injury.Instead a new star, Krista Shumatd, blOOQied to aaaist
the Racera in capturing the trophy with three COD88CUtive victories.
Shumard, sophomore outside bitter from Stewardson.
had a team·leadi.ni three-match total of 34 killa to Ulht the fire
undeT MStrs offenae and reserve herself a spot on the All·
Tournament Team.
Head coach Sarah Dearwotth feela Shumard's performance
was a key to the team's ~u following B.-.sbera' U\jury.
"After Chandra got burt, Krista came in and was consistent."
she said. "She plam well all around."
With the recent injuries and the graduation of Melilaa
Bridges, one might think that Shumard haa placed enra ~
sure on herself to step up. However, abe tbinb with the
improvement of sophomores Sarah Ernst, Rachel Kulp and Liz
Hettmann there are many options
. "Last year we pretty much relied. on Melissa and Stephanie
(Dieb()ld)," Shumard said. "'This yearitia not like that. Wejuat
go to the hot hand at the time."
Senior setter Krieti Hoffman, aiJOther member on the All•
Tournament squad, haa come to appreciate Shumard's ability.
"When I make a bad set, abe can still make me lOok gooct•
she said. •she really knows how to put a baU down."

m.•

Best foot forward

Seth Dixon/Photo Editor

Senior placekicker Rob Hart launches a 41-yard field goal during last week's victory
over the Indiana State Sycamores. Hart field goals made up six of the Racers• ll points
in the 13-0 win. A preview of this week's '"Red Belt" matchup between the Racers and
Western Kentucky University is featured on page 88.

Defending champs look for success
•Women's Golf: Experience and nessee Tech Invitational Sept. 15-16 in
depth are keys for the Lady Racers Cookeville, Tenn.
The Racers will return every member
to succeed during the fall season.
from last year's championship squad
BY jASON YATES
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State women's golf team
will attempt to build on last season's
Ohio Valley Conference championship
when it begin its season at the Ten-

except Connie Steely, who graduated in
May.
Head coach Velvet Milkman does not
expect a drop-off from last season's success.
"I think we are as strong as we were
last year," she said. "We are looking forward to a good year."

"I think we are as

strong as we were last
year."
-VELVET MILKMAN.
HEAD COACH

WOMEN'S GOLF'

Senior Brandi Stevenson \\"ill lead the
charge following a third-place finish in
last year's OVC tournament.
With everyone on the team playing

over the summer, the team already
looks sharp to Milkman.
"Right now, we are focusing on our
short game," she said. "Everybody
played this summer, and they came
back hitting the ball real well."
With a veteran squad returning, Milkman believes the team's biggest
strength might be experience.
..1 think that our strength," she said,
"is that we are consistent throughout
our lineup."

By '99, ·many OVC teams could see red
This year's "Red Belt" clash
between Murray State and
Western Kentucky has local
and national implications.
WKU is ranked 11th in this
week's national poll, with Murray State 12th. However, the
annual meeting could mean
more next season.
This summer, OVC commissioner Dan Beebe announced
that Western will join the OVC
as an official football member
in 1999, but will allow the Hilltoppers to enter the conference
next year provided they schedule enough league opponents.
By joining the conference the

Sports
Talk
GREG
STARK

Hilltoppers will only add
drama to rivalries with MSU
and Eastern Kentucky. It will
add a fourth marquee team to
the conference, with the recent
successes of MSU, EKU and
Eastern Illinois.

Middle Tennessee is scheduled to move up to Division I-A
in '99, after a seating expansion
at their football stadium, so
Western will help pick up that
slack as the Blue Raiders move
on to what they hope to be
greener pastures.
The
annual
showdown
between Western and Murray
is probably the most meaningful non-conference game that
the Racers will have all year.
This will be the first true test
for first-year head coach Denver Johnson, as well as the first
real challenge for transfer
quarterback Dan Loyd.

..,

The Hilltoppers and the Racers will have five common opponents this year. Both teams
each played one last Saturday,
with the Hilltoppers winning at
UT-Martin 42-0, and Murray
defeating Indiana State 13-0 at
Stewart Stadium. Each team
will face Eastern Kentucky,
Austin Peay and Southern Illinois in the coming weeks.
As stated earlier, this early
season matchup will also have
ranking and playoff implications. If Murray wins, it should
boost the Racers into the
nation's top 10 and help their
credibility should they fail to

win the OVC and need an atlarge bid into the 16-team Division 1-AA playoffs.
Should the Hilltoppers win, it
will boost their credibility as a
Division 1-AA football power
and make them a force to be
reckoned with in the OVC,
either next year or in the fall of
'99.
Other OVC teams featured in
this week's top 25 are Eastern
Kentucky (#21) and Eastern
Illinois (#24).

Greg Stark is the sports· editor
of the Murray State News .
f
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Racers, 'Toppers ready
for 62nd showdown
•Football: Murray State
looks to avenge last year's
opening-game loss Saturday night at Bowling
Green.
BY EDDIE G RANT
ASSISTAST SPORTS EDITOR

Seth Dixon/Photo Editor

Quarterback Dan Loyd releases a pass in the second half of the Racers' vict ory ,o ver Indiana
State. MSU will try to im prove its record to 2·0 whe n the Racers travel to Bowling Gre en t o
take on W est ern Ke n tucky University Sa turday night.

In the tradition of Army vs
Navy. USC vs UCLA and
Ai1bum vs. Alabama, Murray
State's own football rivalry
against Western Kentucky has
its 62nd incarnation this weekend in Bowling Green.
In the series Western has the
upper hand over the Racers
with 31 wins to MSU's 23 victories. The game has ended in a
tie seven times.
This game holds strong implications for both teams. Not only
are bragging rights at stake,

but a loss for either team
means their first loss of the
year.
Last week the Hilltoppers
pummeled UT-Martin 42-0,
while MSU came out victorious
over Indiana State, 13-0.
The Racers will be looki,ng to
avenge last year's 44-41 double
overtime loss to the 'Toppers,
as well as earn a second win
for new head coach Denver
Johnson.
'Western, on the oth~r hand
will be looking to extend their
streak against Murray to two
games. This time WKU will
have homefield advantage as
this game will be its home
opener.
This match-up wilJ mark the
18th battle for the "Red Belt,"
the symbolic trophy that goes
to the winner of each contest
between these two teams since

1978. Senior Racer kicke r Rob
Hart wants the Red Belt to be ·
in Murray whe he graduates.
"We won the Red Belt my
first year here in 1995, it is a
very special thing,"he said. "It
would be nice to bring the Red
Belt back to M~rray, not only
for the team but for the pride of
the people in this area as welJ."
In regards to the task at
hand this weekend, Hart
already knows what he has to
do.
"I have to focus in on my job
and kick the ball well, put it
between the uprights and
through the back of the end
zone,"he said.
These two soon to be confer ence rivals pu t their pride on
the line in the battle for the
Red Belt tomorrow at 7 p.m. at
WKU's L.T. Smith Stadium in
Bowling Green .

Men's golf opens fall schedule Sunday, expectations high
STAFF R EPORT

Birdies and pars will be the
name of the game as the Murray State men's golf team

begins its season Sunday at the
Southeast Missouri Invitational.
With head coach Raymond
"Buddy" Hewitt out due to medical problema, Chad Stewart

CARRO

will travel with the team, but last season due to injuries. In
Hewitt will still be a part of qualifying for the traveling
day-to-day operations.
team, Grogan shot the low
Perhaps the biggest story for round, but it was close between
the season is the reemergence everybody making the squad.
of Adam Grogan, who missed
"He was my number-one

player the year before last,"
Hewitt said. "He was low qualifier, but it was really close."
Along with Grogan, J .R. Conkle, Jason Smith, Robert
Bradley and Jeremy Grantham

OP

make up the traveling team .
Hewitt feels that Morehead
State and the host school,
Southeast Missouri, will be two
of the best teams in this first
tournament.

Smart Solutions

You're This Close
to Enjoying
Your Retirement.

TAN YEAR AROUND IN A
FRIENDLY AND RELAXING
ATMOSPHERE

Where: Barkley Room, Curris Center
Date: Sept. 11
Time: 5 p.m.
Guest Speaker: Robert Nicks,
CLU, ChFC , LUTCF
Today's IRAs and 40l(k)s ~ not
be enough for the retilement you
have in mind. ~It's time you
joined the miDiOffi who ~ know
the rtdtectent planning benefits d

8.
office
Information.

variable 8MUities.
• Invest tax-deferred, often with DO contribution limits
• Choose from a variety of iavestmeat opdoas

,

• Beae&t from tiM discipliae of U6tt allocation
• Enjoy the security of • &uaraatted death benefit

U!am about th~ exciting advara3es arv:l
the DJSCOVERY SELEC'P' ~liable AnnWcy- .
from our guest speala

He died to
take away your sins.
Not vour mind.

~ is free, but spare is limitA:d,

so make your reservatiOnS toda3z
Call: Danny Thomas, Representative
(502) 759-1231

You don't have to s(op thinking when you walk into
an Episcopal Church. Come and join us in an
atmosphere where faith nnd thought exist together
in a spirit of fellowship .
The Episcopal Church.

~ Prudential
'IJ5C!MrfSf!fCJ JlllliPIIIIM .. btM611111. ~ - CDIIIIII*.....

incWrG- aM ..... t..-..

~~ blfclt,_IIM!f DIS('IM«<' SUlCI i$M IJr '-olila .... ~ ... ~~ Ntot ~ ..t.t dlt
......, IS l'lllco 1ft
II ~Jiot1 IJI5WtW S(I((J. oil..t ~ PNCD S«uftllfl(alpo!Gia1, II II Wan
. . . . . Plniolld, Ill 07080.110·7TUU3. ... .......t~n. ,...,.~C....,J No. 7SI IIald

lnsuilm-.,

s-t, . . . NI07!Q2,11n. ~stiKI'" itt!eMCU.tl ,._, MIU7.11191MJ.i71 PI..IIV·"-~

One block East of MSU Campus on Chestnut St .

Make A Note Of It!!!

Management & Marketing Club
The Episcopal Church Welcomes You!
St. John's Episcopal Church
1620 Main St. 753-6908
Sundays: The Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a.m.
Inquirers Class 9:15 a.m.

Good Luck Racers!
Beat Western KY!

1st Meeting will be
Wednesday, Sept. 1o at 4:30 p.m.
in Room 402 of the Business Building.

Pizza will be served and officers will be elected.

Everyone is Welcome!!!

•
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Men's tennis opens
Sept. 13 at UT-Marti
•Men's tennis: Coach Mel
Purcell is looking forward
to improvement from last
spring's schedule.
BY GREG STARK
SPotTS EDITOR

The Murray State men's tennis team begins its season Sept.
13 at Tennessee-Martin , but
head coach Mel Purcell doesn't
feel that the team's performance
throughout the fa ll schedu le
will be repr esentative of its
potential.
"Righ t now my team isn't in
full place because I have two
players coming in in J anuary,"
be said. "We've got six players
on the team, and we have four
tournaments lined up this fall,
so it gives the guys a chance to
play some individual tournaDanny Voweii/Staff
ments this fall, but where we
A Murray State tennis player waits to retum a se rve during practice on Wednesday. The Racers
stand as a team I'm not going
begin the ir season o n Sept. 13 at Martin, Te nn., in the UT-Martin Invitational.
· to really be able to tell."

Evansville, UT-Martin and
Murray State will be in competition at Martin Sept. 13. Purcell knows that the fall schedule is only a precursor to the
spring season, when the Racers
wil1 be involved in conference
play.
.
"It only counts as one playing
date, so it will give the kids a
ch ance to play early in the season," he said. "Tennis is unlike
basketball, where you have to
be ready right as school starts,
where as basketball starts in
September."
Purcell feels that this year
may represent a rebuilding
year for the men's tennis program.
"Last year we had a rough
year finishing like we did, but
we'll rebound," he added. "The
kids are ready to work harder
and we'll do better this year."
Chris H ayden and Tony
H~rdman are t he one and two
seeds on t he team. Raoul Bax is

year we
had a rough
year finishing
~Last

like we did, but
we 'll rebound."
-MEL PuRGELL.
MEN'S TENNIS C O,\ CH

also returning, and Chns
Miller, a transfer from Vincennes (Ind.) Junior College, ts
a transfer that Purcell highly
touts.
"I'm real happy with a couple
of new recruits,n Purcell said
"I'm going to lry to get a r·ouple
in in January.n
"I'm still looking at a young
team. We have two juniors nnd
two sophomores so it's going to
be a tough year. We're looking
forward to having a good fa ll
and working hard. Wp can't s ay
how we are going to look as a
team until February or March."

Seniors
Consider This

Recent data from the Census Bureau indicates that
Master's degree holders earn an average
of 24 percent more than bachelor's degree holders.
Over a working career this amounts to over $240,000
more than you will earn with only a bachelors
degree.
Perhaps that is why enrollment is at an all time high
at Murray State.

Wouldn't Pizza by the sllg: ben

- Thurs Opan til 10
Fri. & Sat Opan Ull 11 p.

Olaf Al.IT1LE WIU YOU PAY
FOR OUR SPE~IAI. OF TH£ OA1

759·1234

Join tlze growing number of your classmates
enterit1g graduate study at MURRAY STATE.
Contact your department graduate coordinator or call
Graduate Admissions at 762-3756

congratulations to the Brothers of

AL<I>
"Excess Bnggage"
(PG. l3)

"G.I. Jane"
(Rl
Jumna. Clurloo ~ht<n c l>lb Tud<f

"Money Talks"
(Rl

Hot N

e~

Videos

La.serVi.sc.s

Alumni
Brotherhood

Sony Playstation
Sega Sat~rn
Nintendo 64

campus
canine com
Independence
Achievement
vice
specia

Robert Blaisdell
who was awarded the Friends of Rho Scholarship
and Frank F. Hargear Memorial Award
(Undergraduate Brother of the Year)

\

Freshmen Senator Elections
Applications must be In by Sept. 19 at noon.
Mandatory candidate me~ting on Sept 19 at 3:30 p.m. in the Barkley Ro
Elections are Sept. 29 in the curris center 2nd level 8:30a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Pick-up applications in the SGA office.

w
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California track coach arrested in connection with rapes
BY MIRUNA STANICA
0Ail Y CALIFORNIAN
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNI A·B ERICREY

(U-WffiE)
BERKELEY,
Calif. - Oakland police arrested a San Leandro resident
Monday who may have committed the local string of violent
sexual assaults known as the
East Bay rapes.
Tony Lawayne Ransom was
arrested in connection with a
rape case at Chabot College in
Hayward. Oakland police said
he is also a prime suspect for
the recent sexual attacks that
have struck the East Bay since
mid-July.
The 37-year-old suspect was
taken into custody early Monday morning after a search
warrant was served on his
house, said Oakland police. The
arrest followed an investigation
by the East Bay Series Rape
•rask Force, which was created
by police . authorities in
response to the multiple sexual
attacks on· women in the area.
"He will be charged with rape
and robbery in connection with
the sexual assault case at
Chabot College, and we are

actively looking at the evidence
for all the other cases," said
Nancy O'Malley, head of the
sexual assault unit for the
Alameda County district attorney's office.
In the Aug. 20 Chabot College case, a student was sexually assaulted and robbed by a
masked man while playing the
piano in the music building at
the school.
The night before, shortly
after midnight, a UC Berkeley
student was riding her bicycle
along the 3000 block of Telegraph Avenue in Berkeley
when she was attacked by a
man wearing an ape mask. She
was dragged off her bike and
beaten, but the assailant fled
when a resident from a nearby
house heard screams and came
out.
The suspect is being held in
Oakland City Jail without bail.
He will be formally charged at
the arraignment in San Leandro-Hayward Municipal Court
this afternoon, O'Malley said.
Investigators would not
reveal what led them to arrest
Ransom in connection with the
assault case and could not give

details about the ongoing inves·
tigation.
Ransom is a tr ack coach at
Holy Names High School, an
all-girls private school in Oakland. He has a police record
that includes five convictions of
felony but is not a known sex
offender.
"He's got several prior felony
convictions, mostly fo r burglary, but no other convictions
for sexual assault," O'Malley
said.
Ransom was scheduled for a
police lineup yesterday.
"We're having victims and
wi tnesses from all th e attacks
aL the lineup," said Oakland
police Capt. Pete Dunbar, head
of the rape task force.
The task force, which consists
of members of several East Bay
state and federal agencies, is
investigating Ransom's connection to the 13 other assaults
that took place in Oakland,
Haywar d, San Leandro and
Berkeley over the past two
months. Many of the attacks
took place on or near college
campuses, including Chabot
College, Laney College, Merritt
College and California State

ORL
Of
SOUND
Welcome Back Students!
Check Our Prices
Before You Buy

pt

any information leading to the Resner, the mayor's ch ief of
arrest and conviction of sus- staff.
pects in the East Bay sexual
She added that the Un iversiassaults. The city has agreed to ty of California has also conmatch fu nds raised by the com- tributed to the reward fun d.
munity.
"We've been working with
"The UC has put in $2,500,
neighbors' associations to put and the total is up to between
that in place," said Amy $7,000-10,000," Resner said.

The hits keep on coming

Seth Dixon/Photo Editor

Chris Vaughn, a linebacker from Tallahassee, Fla., attempts to make a tackle on an
Indiana State player during the Racers' victory over the Sycamores Aug. 28.

Non-traditional Chair is
available
the UniversitY Center Board

WE GuARANTEE

Our
Co..,.,,,.. . ,.
,

Pick up applications in the SGA office

Applications must be in by noon
on Sept. 12

37 Years In Business
We are Car & Home
Stereo Specialists

University, Hayward.
"We're not at the point where
we have any evidence to charge
him for the other cases," Dunbar said. "But it's an ongoing
process. We're in investigative
mode."
The Berkeley mayor's office
has created a reward fund for

Interviews are Sept. 16 at 5 p.m. in the
Tennessee Room of the Curris Center

227 S. 12th St.
753-5865

(502) 753-7117 • (502) 753-7990

?>ana Swann
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INCORPORATED
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT &EMBROIDERY

CONGRATULATIONS TO
ALL NEW MEMBERS!!
10% OFF SEPT. 8tl1--lZtl1
ACROSS FROM SPARKS HALL
Monday-Friday ·
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Saturday
Noon- 5 p.m.
104N. 15thSt.
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Congratulations
Alpha Gamma Delta
New Member Class
1997-98
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Improvements part of Parker's plan
Bv

Steve Parker.

G REG STARK

New sportS Information director
pledges to bring
more publicity,
with more press
releases and more
availability for
media to coaches.

SPORTS EDITOR

After working as a sports editor at two area newspapers for
eight years, Steve Parker is
returning to his alma mater for
slightly different employment.
Parker, 30, is the new sports
information director for the
University. He succeeds Brian
Morgan, who took the women's
basketball SID position at the
University of Alabama.
Parker, a native of St. Louis,
graduated from the University
in 1989 with a bachelor-of-arts
degree in public relations.
Parker felt that while he was
going to school, this position
would be the kind that he
would want.
"I went to Murray State and
majored in public relations," he
said. "Sports information was
what I wanted to do."
Before graduating from the
University, Parker decided to
take a job at the Tribune-Couri er in Benton, where he bec'a me
sports editor, holding that posi-

tion from 1989-90.
"I ended up liking that,"
Parker said. "I enjoyed being a
sports editor. I then got on at
Murray (Ledger & Times) as a
sportswriter, then shortly
thereafter as sports editor."
His dream of being involved
in sports information was
slightly tarnished when he
heard about what the job
required
when
he
was
employed at the Ledger &
Times.
"At that point I'd known what
the job was here," he said. "I
learned more about the position of SID at Murray, and it
wasn't quite as appealing. A lot
of work was dumped on them,
so it became less appealing."

When E.W. Dennison became
the University's athletic director earlier this year, Parker
didn't think much about the
SID position, which became
open soon after his hiring.
Things changed, however,
when Dennison showed 'interest in him for the SID role.
"This spring, when E.W. Dennison became athletics director,
I knew that the job had come
open and didn't think that
much about it," he said. "Then I
heard that he was asking
around to see if I was interested, and then I started thinking
about it, and it became more
appealing."
Parker believes that many
positive changes will occur with
Dennison as AD, including in
his department.
"With his excitement, I think
he's going to retitructure things
around here," he said. "He may
expand the role of SID to more
than keeping stats and records,
to get more of the publicity part
of it."

don't play just Saturdays like
football, so you never have a set
ul went to Murtime. We will probably have a
ray State and
set day when Coach (Mark)
majored in pub- Gottfried wants to have a press
conference, and he wants to.
lic relations.
That's the main t11ing."
Sports informaParker feels that it will be a
little
tougher to get more availtion is what I
ability to players.
wanted to do."
"With players it's a little ditl'i-STEVE PARKER, SPORTS
cult because you are trying to
INFORMATION DtRECJ'OR
juggle education and practice,"
he said. "So it's a little tough, I
haven't dealt with a lot of
and take advantage of that. It schools, but I think that our
costs somebody else paper on school, as far as media access,
the end of the fax machine, but is as good as anybody's. I don't
it doesn't cost us anything know a lot of schools that have
"What we'd like to do more of hardly to get more releases open practices fo r basketball
and football. I think we are
is publicity," he said. ''They out."
Parker is also going to try to pretty accessible. We could be
talked about the budget crunch
in athletics, and we certainly get the media more access to better, where maybe I could go
get the player, instead of somehave one, which means you the coaches.
"In football, we have a week- body in the media having to
can't do a lot of marketing, but
publicity is free. Sending out ly press conference," he stated. track them down, we'll have
press releases all over the state "In basketball two years ago, somebody over there to get
and all over the region is free. we also had a weekly press con- them to set them down and
We''re looking to do more of ference. It's a little tougher make sure they' keep their
that, to get into newspapers with basketball, because they appointment."

Since Parker was hired as
SID on July 11. the release of
such resources as media guides
are behind schedule. Parker
said that is due to the fact that
he had only a month to work
before the start of football season.
"We had a lot of ideas, but we
started a month before football
season started," he explained.
"That's just so quick, and we
were getting media guides in
from other schools while we
were getting started doing
ours."
Parker said more publicity
for the athletic programs is a
goal of his.
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F.OF.
ORI\'l'J! • Ncx f(t"U~ dlt: m1k:s or p:ly you
want! I lo.':lder in m!te.. 2. A•"u.Jgo: 1 ~~
tntlo .t lnp. 3 Top line: <'CJUI[>IIle:fll F.xperil."ll< c:cl
drh cc-Jowner
orer~tnr~
<"A"~nant 'l"rJr.'f"l''" Hf10441 ..1J94, RI!I!\IORE I'A Y, (;r,ocluau:., l'lll0·3~2A .
lli{IVI'RS NPEili'D1 - No cXJJ~:rlcmt• nl'<~
C·"""Y f~lm $600 a w.-o:k, plu' bo:nc:OL,
tit"t lml:(l. tr.un<.'<L .mc.J CJ)L rn ZO Jay•
Lr•l!(llllllfl\")lld.:tl I!00-•!()7.,'11l06

wxxJ pc<>fll" whtt
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d:l~ ar Pauf,, Gr~nd Rl\'e r.
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ADVERTISING RfllRF$1'~""TATIVI! Mar
kct '><CfVIl'e tn lo<~tl t'>1111"'"'"'· All "·").
~di' L<x>k1ng l(>r ll<>!lr:st, prc>f~,lnnal &
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Ft.'llLile Rollmm:Jl..- Wamoo
Nltl! :Hkdmom ~ 1\ISi mn., wat.:r 1ndud
t:d Call ?'i9-lll<l

CHRIST\tAS AROLI'\0 1llf! WORlD •
lf<lllle h:l....:d partY pbn Of>lliJrtUnicy. ldt-~1
"'-""tJOd tnmmc.. Couunl.''ilon plu< I~
t"S. l'n...: tr:1lnl~ No lnv-nt. ~-ri01.,
L':lll.< Al<u 11(JJik1t1J1 p:l~.... HIJI.H64 .ll(t6

AVON $7-$1~ llCJl"II/CO ..... MI~Sl0'-1 I'll
IC:It h Y•iul Wcttild yuu ""~'Y $~110·5 lOt~)
r:xorJ? 'ill "01ys '" 1!"1 ,u.wrners l'n:e ~ft.,•
lnd<·p.:ndc::ol S:1lo Rt-pn..,..null\t'. f«ll).
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fi!IF.NDLY TOYS & Glf"TS • IIJS IIIIIO<oUI·
.ttc orenin~' in
an:a: Nuonhc:t unt: '"
FREil. T.SIDRT + $1000. <:n:Ud C11'd
11.1My pl.1n Ttty•, ltJfls, Chri.>~nu.•, home
funur-JioJt·r.~ for fr:Ut.'Tll•IK:,. !oO!tmlle; &
tk'<nr f•ec e:~uk>g :md inlmmauon ~
W'"I('JOI. Any r:unpu.• orilntz.>Uon l':ln • 4RR-41l'75
I'J•..: up U> $1000 h)' c:>min~ a whoppcng
A1TI!NTION. TRt:CK ORIVER.'> • No
H .OOMSA a ppHu ulon. C:tll 1.H0().932·
cxpt:nc:oc.:? No prnhk-m' Get htr-ed,
~2!1 t:xt 6'5. Quahfic\.1\"lllk-r. ren:h.: FRilE
tr:~lnt.'ll· Earn SM~.OO a "l!t:k! No cnntr:au
T ..'iHIRT
rt.'<tulrnl. one <':Ill de~ 11 ~n. It'~ your
Ill' YOL'R OWl\ liQSS • P1xenuat $2500
future. eau ll!J0.61&-i055
parto(imc, SROOO full -umc l'flll.l!!<.•lng
llRIVl:~RS, OTR • Don't ju."i! dn,.-,1m :d1nut
in>-1JrJnt~ cl.un~• for h..-:dtlll"arc prnvklc:1>.
111<>1"<' nl!ln<:y. :13C <Xnl' per nulc Onduc.J.
S1~iW~rt· purtha."'-' rt.'qUifl"<l Fin:'""'"!l
in~ot !:up payl, dnw '9-i- Y7 "''""nnhs.
av:ul~hle. C:oll HIJO.72l·SA\IS
~lc:cpc:n;, It• II al• rtde, OU<'f prn)lr:tm A'c:r•
Jl(l" lll,(ltXl u rnnnth, 6 f"lll.l llulldl}~ .1nd
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Nn 1.'\>t<tl.D~ rr.tmm)l ~•':lii:\blt: II quahflt-d
Gel hnn>e most W<-d<cnds C:lll 1!0!).<;2~
llRI\'l'RS, IX'ANT "RF.~PECl~ - :'>Urt up In
J2C II lUIIe, pt..'t dit:m - 10 .03¢ U milt'
3237.
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m.tres !\t.rlllnlh, Gcl<lm~s. lx'iuuful ~~~'I'
f",lhllltl\" dl"l"O\IIIl•, ()1)6..:il)2-7(~)(1 l:Xl Ill
MFDICARE RECII'IENI'i · oAR!)"< •u """Xu
Nd"l\lliz.c:r? Alhutcnll, lsoproler:111<~ :m<l
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\IOtlll.E HO!I.IE LOANS • '1% tl<l\>on, n:O·
n.•n<.ins, t-quity lnan. Frt.'l:' ...iler.. p:l<i(;)gc.
l1nd nr hnmc luans. G..,..., Tree Fln:rn<.'tll.
~221-11~ or 800-5<;4-8717

C.ER'I<IA...- S11J DENT· S.:andllU•tJn, l'ur<>pt:an, 'ioulh Alnt:Jteln Asi:tn, l!w••lln
ext han,!IC srudt:nts ;mc:ndmg h!J(h "'hoot.
llt."\1llne .1 h<...r t:umly/AISF~ C..•llll<!O·Sll~
IJNG. www.,lhltnfl.ll<~

I',&.MILY IN SEARCH Of \0"11 AND
BROTI-IPR - Jamie St·nu 1\irhy. hum
7/f>/76 lo C:trolyn Sue: K1rhy ol llowlillj(
G•t:t-n, Kt-ntucky A.lopt<'ll In 19Hl '" a
l:unily 1n Kt:nrud<y. II un)' Ultonrutll)fl ""

jamce, plc::~se ~"11~<1 nl<Kh<:r •II 'lOZ·'iR2·
6024 Call n>lltoet t>r :M:iXI Ck'll tJiy Ht"d.
llc"'lt"ll G"""'"· )o..e:ntucky 4l101

Tan Ill honlt.~

But dlrt'L"I nnd ..avr:' Commeru:ll or home
umL• frnm $191).00. low mnnthly fiCIY"
ment:! l'n:c cnlor \':lt:il< 'K Clll today AOOII-l2-lj10.
HOl.s!'llOr\T, 4T HARIIOR MASTI'R •
f'IH(>, 1·3'ill hp V-driv.,~. 7.~ kw 1\"hk·r
l(<:llt'J:Unr, ilyhridgo:, .tu:rl <-qulpllt<."nl, h<~ll
und ~ur, cxtr.•'· IMl'Jtcd Pnu•r l'"lnl M:~ti
n.•. II.Jrkl~-y wkc. $7·1,'\1~1 l'h<>IW 'iU2·~2l·
troll.

'lt'fl h:Jr:lll,inj~
CRP.lliT CARD I)Etm
p!M me <":lib.. Elimtn:ltt: or n:Uw:e lntcn::~t.
Cut fiCI)"Olt:nl.< up to~ Nno•Prnfll l)t.-fx
Cori.">hd.ltiom Co !l00-229-I;Oli

CASH FOil HOI\1EO'Ili?NI'RS • Cn:Uo1 pn.O.
kon> un<k:r.tr~xl. Nn ;•pplt<.".'lll<ln fc~<.
I\X"\-2-k-9')1)F!. K~'tlluc-ky a oul:'ll lt:odcr,
11<11 J hml<t:r. IM~ C'.onsolldalu>r\.i, ll<•n<=
impruvcm<'t"ll,, land ~umr.lt.:l,, it1<l U<'<ltt
uk
•<;A~H' • hlllll<'<lial<' $$ [nr 'IN\1Urt.oU "-'I•
tk-•nciiL' .1nd do:fcrrr:cJ insur-Jr\l"e d:un\,.
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c:.t:H NOW\ · We: rurdla>~<' ""'"II"!!"'·
>11\l"lllili<.,, and hu,inc,., nnt.-., Since 11.)111
h•llh""t prilt:.< paid , Pr,...- t:'timatc,,
(lOtlllpl profc:-<•ional ""rvko: <"A!Iuni:tl
fmann31 H00-9<>9·1200 r:xtt:n'"'" ~R
MOI\ll£ HO~!F; MOIIII.f: H0,\1H l.OANS

tlt:.~.:h

K<.,I:Wr:tnt, 1\'KJ" h<":l~hfnmt, 3 1""''-· !~>1
ruh. llt~).~Bfl-liii:!A, WW\\"·"'ndplpt·rhc::l·

~k.'!I·A·~• e RtJ0.53A-9A49.

U"OIJ-T T~NI!'IIG 11£1>

Wt'IIIW<>nh lm·~l·9tl•i0

ilRP.I> OF CRfJ)ITOI~S? • l'n:e u..:hl •-no-

A BI!AU'l1FIJt CANl)LEUottT OLI>·
Pi\.\'HIONED W'EDDlNG • Smoky \loull~lir.' near GJtUnhul)!, Cl'<"rlrx•k'"ll """'•
hc,r~-dr.twn l·arri:t~t~, '-'.illln)'lo, ;~u·uz~t,
~trdlinru minl'>~t"f'< No ''"'" or w:ullnK
Hennland ll00-44~>97 CVOWSI.

A 11F.AlmFI n. CHAI'ELiCIIURCll

CllRI~·

TIA~ WEODIMo • l;,ullni>ur)t'~ ""~'~~~
t•ir~~.·e

1\IHI.ll Phcxulo\r~phy, music, ilowo;rs,
hmos, j~t"UZZI M•iles. tlR!pbre, . l.nve \lt',olk
lirkk. Rev. Fd T~)·k>r Ao0-341i·2n9
hu.,.l /wv.w ~llin~hapr:L• •\1!11.
GET MARRIED· :.mok)• \lc>Unt.llns :Uti.'
m<>t<t b<.·Juriful di:lfli'L' , Oui-lwn M.'IVia.":l,
cornplde :lrr.JIIjtCill<'fliS, hnnt:)'nntn &
f.llllli)' ~".'IOoO.'. j:K\17.71 hfl':rthtaking \1l' WS.
W<.illnJ( Chap.:b IIIJ(l4\!}~7l7·1, Va, attnn
lodl(inll
H()(}.(;j4.ifH4.
llllp:,.ww.vlc.<~•m.i,h•>pl•n• :ldt.1pr:lldt3p

d.lum
ADORABL£ ANP MFOKI>Al~LI£ WFJ)..
I)INGSI
In the Sn1Pky Mnunl:lin LM)I
Ch:~pt:l. All servi\"t:S prt>\l<k-d lnduc.Jin!(
fnn11:al
we-.1r,
hnnt.'}'IIUHlf1
rt·•uals
Onbln<'ll llllnt.<tc.-r.. l'>c-~1)'\\,~K.I <'CJUnuy
llt.ofrm: dt:i:klln)! !10f}.26.?·Si">R3.
PAII.AMA em· BEACil • S;Jilllpipc:r·lle'J·
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Good Luck
MSURacers
From,
Th• Murra~ Stat.
N.ws

"COME GET A DOSE OF THE GHOST"

Wake up to
The Murray
State News
on
.F ridays
[Jhe; ard·elltiat fiJqljl t~a/
301 N. 12th St.
• Massage Therapy • Facials • Hair Care • Manicure:-.•
• Pedicures • Aromatherapy • Suganng•

Half-Hour Massage Therapy- $25
Sugaring: Eyebrow Arclz- $7
Man's Cut -$10
Shampoo & Cut- $12

767-0760
Good Luck Volleyball Team
at

The Illinois State
Tournament
Sept. S 8 6.

't

u.......J furniture. 7S3·

79:!0 j.lnnb Nix.

l>tt!VERS. OTR • ~b lind ~e:~m.-~ nced-

t'<.l.. C<lmpt'tll"" p:1y, medlol l>en<.-fll.'l,
IL'<•iJ.:II"ll hlll\"t.'lllkm:lh. ~hnlmum 22, 6
months
r:x~n~'fl(e. <"..:~11 RnadNnn~T
I)L"lriltUIIIIn todJ)1J«i().i9(}-}~,

~.B··I7M.

llRIVl'RS • Art Ill" li.l<p1c"' an Oh1<1 haS<.'f.l
romp:lll)' " "'t·ktnl( ""np:my/r<·Ri<m.tl &
OTII ltJ<tnr-rr:ulc:r dnven,, 1':~)· up l<l ;l5
t-.:nl• pt:t null- plu' """"''' l"<u:k.ljl<:. \1"''

t~HI

vc:rs, fr.umn11 ,1\Jibhl". hrertcn<"<.' rx•Y
up tn 2/l( rer mtlc:. Nnw t:tkinj( uwn,·r
np.:r:tlur' .HOC ln:~lktlor <:Jnfl!Y t~ll f!l!a.

Impact Praise and
Worship Center

.
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DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
Dorm Complex

1303 CHESTNUT
MURRAY, KY
PH. 753-8767

I
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Chestnut St.
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Regents Col,

BAADUY BooK Co.

I

!i

We Guarantee the lowest prices on
used college textbooks ...

'

DON'T FORGET... order your textb.o oks over Christmas
break and save big·$$$$ ...
'

Call Toll Free:
1 -~888- . BOOK-~040
·~

.. b..r

.

.....

(1 ~888,..; 266,..;5040)
Save 30°/o-50°/o on used textbooks!
Have your *credit card and class schedule, including section numbers, (eg. MAT-- 140--01)
handy when you call. All in-stock titles will ship via UPS/RPS within 24 hrs. (Shipping extra)
or can be held for pick up when you return in Jan.
*Mastercard/Visa/Discover

